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The first chapter presents new methods for identifying the structural pa-
rameters of linear triangular systems, simultaneous systems, and structural
vector autoregressions. Examples of triangular systems are found in asset
pricing theory. Simultaneous systems appear in monetary economics and
macroeconomics, most commonly as structural vector autoregressions. Iden-
tification is the product of bivariate ARCH or GARCH errors. The associated
estimators are GMM-based. Necessary conditions are given for identifying a
bivariate GARCH model with a time-varying covariance using GMM. These
conditions provide a first step towards expanding the GMM paradigm to
include multivariate GARCH models. Monte Carlo studies of the proposed
estimators are provided. An empirical investigation into the relationship be-
tween Federal Reserve monetary policy actions and stock market movements
is also considered.
The second chapter presents a new method for identifying an endogenous
regressor in linear models of time series data. The method is applicable in
the absence of proper instruments, Identification is the product of a diagonal
GARCH process. Relative to the literature on GARCH-based identification,
this method distinguishes itself by both allowing for a time-varying covariance
and not requiring full estimation of the GARCH model. Estimation follows
OLS and standard univariate GARCH and ARMA techniques or GMM. A
Monte Carlo study of the GMM estimator is provided. The identification
method is then applied in testing a conditional version of the CAPM under
the premise that observable proxies of the true market return are endoge-
nous regressors. Evidence supporting this endogeneity is provided. The test
results reject the CAPM if the correlation between innovations to an equal
weighted NYSE/AMEX stock index and the true market portfolio exceeds
0.64. Any correlation greater than 0.49 rejects the CAPM if a value weighted
NYSE/AMEX stock index is used, instead.
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Chapter 1
GARCH-Based Identification of
Endogenous Regressors
Introduction
This chapter presents new methods for dealing with endogenous regressors as they
appear in triangular models, simultaneous models, and structural vector autoregressions
(SVARs). The key identifying assumption is that the errors from these models display cer-
tain forms of autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) or generalized ARCH
(GARCH). Relative to the current literature on using various forms of heteroskedasticity
to identify endogenous regressors, this chapter's methodology relaxes certain constant co-
variance restrictions that may prove difficult to justify, especially when applied to financial
or macroeconomic data. As a result, potential applications of this methodology include the
testing of certain asset pricing theories and the estimation of SVARs. This chapter includes
a Monte Carlo study of the proposed estimators. In addition, an empirical investigation
estimates how the U.S. monetary authority (the Federal Reserve) and the stock market
respond to each other. Previous research in this area allows for informal comparisons be-
tween the estimates obtained under this chapter's identification methods and those of earlier
works.
r l' | 1'Let Yl : ly, yr,l be a vector of endogenous variables, et : let, et tl a vector ofL ^'" -" 1 L ''- -',-j
unobservable shocks, and Xt a vector of predetermined covariates that can include lags of
the endogenous variables. Defi.ne ,St-r to be the sigma field generated by X1 and its past
values, as well as past values of e1.1 Consider the following model:
(1. 1)
(1.2)
YL,t 
- 
X;/r*Yz,t1.t* €!,t,
Y2,t 
- 
X;gz*Yt,t^lz* ez,t.
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) define a simultaneous system. A triangular system results whenftI Xter.t I
lz:0.Assume that E[.r lSr-r] :0. Thesetof moment conditions E | | :0
L x"z't l
does not identify the model's structural parameters. Typically, equations (1.1) and (1.2)
are identified by imposing equality constraints on certain elements of B, and 82, where zero
restrictions are the most common. A related method, proposed by Blanchard and Quah
(1989), imposes long-run zero restrictions on certain elements of the B vectors. This method
is popular in the applied macroeconomics literature.
This chapter presents an alternative approach to identifying the simultaneous system
that does not require constraints on the B vectors. Instead, identification is achieved through
certain parameterizations of the conditional covariance matrix, E[e1e!, | &-r]. Assume
Elele!, I &-r] : Ht, and parameterize H1 to follow versions of Engle and Kroner's (1995)
lThe vector X1 can also be assumed to contain weakly exogenous elements (see Engle,
Hendry, and Richard (1983) for a definition of weak exogeneity). Doing so requires 
^91-1to be redefined so as not to include these elements. Furthermore) any weakly exogenous
elements of X1 must be uncorrelated with er.
BEKK model. These versions grant identification of the simultaneous system, together with
the given parameterization of f/1.
The BEKK model is fully general in the sense that no equality constraints are necessarily
imposed on the structural parameters affecting Ht. A simple rank argument establishes that
this fully general version does not identify equations (1.1) and (1.2). Instead, only when
zero restrictions are imposed on certain parameters within the BEKK model is identifica-
tion achieved. The reasoning behind this result is straightforward. Identification requires
restrictions of some sort. This chapter explores the transfer of those restrictions away from
the first moments and onto the second and higher moments.
Identification by this chapter's methodology requires E[e1e!, I Sr-r] - Ht. This key
assumption is testable. Consider estimating the simultaneous system together with I!
using generalized method of moments (GMM). The J statistic from this estimation affords
a joint test of whether Eletl St-l: 0 and Elele!, | &-i] : Ift. The X2 difference test
of Newey and West (1987) applied to the moments defining Il tests the fit of f/1 alone.
A rejection from either test speaks directly against the assumptions identifying equations
(1.1) and (1.2).
This chapter's identification results employ GMM estimators. The different BEKK
parameterizations considered for Ht are bivariate. Previous research recognizes that the bi-
variate ARCH and univariate GARCH models fit rryithin the GMM paradigm.2 This chapter
extends the literature by showing that a bivariate GARCH model with a time-varying co-
2Bates and White (1988), Mark (1988), Ferson (1989), Simon (1989), and Rich, Ray-
mond, and Butler (1991) all demonstrate that the univariate ARCH model of Engle (1982)
can be estimated using GMM. This result extends easily to the biva.riate ARCH case.
Skoglund (2001) discusses estimation of the univariate GARCH model of Bollerslev (1986)
using GMM.
variance is identified by GMM. The necessary conditions for identification represent a first
step towards expanding the class of GMM estimators to include multivariate GARCH mod-
els,
The remainder of this chapter is organized into 6 sections. Section 1.1 summarizes
the identification methods and contrasts them to what already exists in the literature.
Sections 1.2 and 1.3 describe potential applications of these methods. Sections 2.7 and
2.2 detail identification of the triangular and simultaneous models, respectively. Section 3
discusses estimation. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 provide Monte Carlo studies of the estimators for
the trianguiar and simultaneous systems, respectively. Section 5 applies the simultaneous
system estimators to a study of U.S. monetary policy and the stock market. Section 6
concludes.
1,1 Overview
This chapter demonstrates that equations (1.1) and (1.2) are identified if e1 | .91-1 -
id (0, Ht) , where zd means identically distributed. For the purpose of illustration, f/r will be
parameterized to follow the most simple, diagonal version of the BEKK model. Subsequent
sections make clear that richer versions of this model also support identification. Consider
the following parameterization of H1:
Ht : C'oCo + A'r,t €t-telt-tAUr.
2tk-L (1.3)
c1
Let Co 
-
,where c1 and ca are strictly positive. The parameter aij,k denotes
C2 C3
L: "),,
the element in the ith row and jth column of the matrix .416 so that All :
llt:eo+Atet-t,
where
Co : uech(CtCd,
A1
o?r,, o o
0 aIL,zaZZ,z 0
0 0 o7z,r+o\z,z
IIlonp o I
and A12 : | | . The matrices All and Arz illustrate why equation (1.3) is an
I
I o azz'z)
example of a diagonal BEKK model. Only elements along the diagonal of the .417, matrices
are nonzero. More general BEKK models allow the off-diagonal elements of ,416 to be
nonzero as well.
Applying the uech(.) operator to both sides of equation (1.3) and simplifying yields3
(1.4)
t'ht 
: uech(Ht) 
- t htt,t htz,t h22,t
and
t'€t 
: uech,(rrrlr) 
- | ,2!,, €L,t€2,t ,2,,L r,
3The uech(.) operator
(1"(" + 1) l2l x 1) column
stacks the lower triangle
vector.
of a (n x n) matrix to form
Equation (1.4) implies that
where ru1 is a (3 x 1) vector of implied innovations satisfying E[-rl ^9r-r] :0. The con-
ditional moment restrictions A[.r lSr-r] :0 and El*rl St-r] :0 grant the following
unconditional moment conditions for equations (1.1), (1.2), and (1.5):
€t:ht*ut,
Elxtg€r] 
-0, El*rl-0, Elrreet-r] :0.
(1.5)
(1.6)
(1.7)
The operator I denotes the Kronecker product. If Xt is a K-vector of predetermined
covariates, then the (2K + 12) moment conditions of equation (1.6) contain (2K + 8) p"-
rameters, and a necessary rank condition for identifying equations (1.1), (1.2), and (1.5) is
satisfied.a The manner in which.41 allows the individual elements of. et-t to enter h1 grants
this condition and illustrates how identification follows from second moment restrictions. In
general, the identification methods of this chapter derive from restrictions imposed on the
ARCH and GARCH effects in f[. The Propositions and Corollaries formally establish nec-
essary conditions for nonlinea,r moments like E l-tl : 0 and .E ltrt I er-r] : 0 to uniquely
determine 11 and 12.
The BEKK model implies an entire autocovariance process for e1. In the case of equation
(1.3), that process is
colr ("r, et-r+t) 
- 
A7 Luo, (tr) 
,
4An accounting of the 2K * 8 parameters from equation (1.6) is 1{ + 1 parameters each
from equations (2.i) and (2.2) and six parameters from equation (1.3), three from the matrix
Cs and three from the matrices Ay, for lc : I,2.
where cw (e1, et-n+t) is the (n 
- 
l)th order autocovariance matrix of e1, and uar (e1) is
the covariance matrix of ey If. the BEKK model adequately describes the evolution of H1
through time, then equation (1.7) must hold for all dates t in the sample space. The validity
of equation (1.7) is equiralent to
E l*t g et-,] : o, (1.8)
for n
(1.6) , and
difference
r. These moment conditions can be estimated along with those of equation
the fit of equation (1.7) can be judged using either Hansen's J statistic or a y2
test. The former affords a joint test of whether e6 is conditionally mean zero
and whether I{ is properly specified, while the latter gauges the specification of .I{6 alone.
These two tests are applicable to any of the BEKK models in this chapter and serve as a
check on the particular ARCH/GARCH structure granting identification.
Using heteroskedasticity to identify models with endogenous regressors has an estab-
Iished history. Early works by Philip Wright (1928) and Sewall Wright (1929) note the role
that second moments play in identification by recognizing that increases in the variance
reduce the bias inherent in simultaneous equations estimated with OLS. More recent con-
tributions include Klein and Vella (2003), who study the triangular system to show that a
specific semiparametric functional form of multiplicative heteroskedasticity grants identifi-
cation. Rigobon (2003) identifies the simultaneous system under the assumptions that e1
displays at least two independent covariance regimes and that 61,1 and e2,t are uncorrelated.
Rigobon and Sack (2003) extend Rigobon (2003) by proving partial identification of the
simultaneous system given that e1 displays at least three independent covariance regimes
and that the covariance between €r.t and e2,1 is caused by a common unobserved factor.
The identification methods in this chapter are extensions of Rigobon (2003) and Rigobon
and Sack (2003). The key identifying assumption proposed by these authors is the existence
of a fixed number of independent covariance regimes. In contrast, this chapter's identifica-
tion results allow for an unbounded number of dependent covariance regimes, one for each
date t. Furthermore, this chapter's results fully identify the simultaneous system in the case
where €1.1 and (.2.1 Dre correlated and that correlation is time-dependent. Finally, relative
to Rigobon and Sack, this chapter's identification method better describes the volatility
process of certain financial and macroeconomic data. Volatility clustering is a well known
characteristic of many financial and certain macroeconomic variables.s The ARCH/GARCH
model provides a framework for characterizing this feature; a regime-switching model does
not.
Both ARCH and GARCH models have also been employed to identify systems of si-
multaneous equations. Engle and Kroner (1995), for instance, discuss the identification of
simultaneous GARCH-in-mean models with predetermined and weakly exogenous elements.
Their methodology follows standard practice by imposing equality constraints on the struc-
tural parameters affecting the conditional variance terms of the mean equations. Iglesias
and Phillips (2006) discuss estimation of the simultaneous system using modified 2SLS and
3SLS that take account of GARCH errors. Rigobon (2002) demonstrates that a bivariate
ARCH model can be used to identify the simultaneous system. His result is a special case
of the one presented here.
The identification scheme of Lewbel (2003) also supports the bivariate ARCH assump-
sMandelbrot (1963) was among the first to recognize this feature.
tion. For example, Lewbel (2003) shows that for a set of covariates Zt,
cou (Zt, €L,t€2,t) : 0
and
clu (zr, u?,r) + o,
(1 e)
( 1.10)
for i, : 7,2, are sufficient to grant identification of the simultaneous system. By letting 21 :
I t'
I A? , , nZ , ,l , whete Er,t and Rz,t are the reduced form residuals from the simultaneousL,',-' .*-,J
system, Equation (1.10) holds if e1 displays ARCH.
Rigobon (2002) and the special case of Lewbel (2003) share a common feature. Both
assume that E lq,rrz,, I St-r] : c. In the case of Rigobon (2002), c:0. For Lewbel (2003),
while this conditional covariance need not be zero, it also must not vary through time.6
The identification methods of this chapter distinguish themselves from these earlier works
by allowing this conditional covariance to be time-varying.
King, Sentana, and Wadhwani (1994) and Sentana and Fiorentini (2001) discuss the
identification of conditionally heteroskedastic factor models. The simultaneous system is a
special case of the types of models these authors consider. Their assumption of univariate
GARCH for the conditional heteroskedasticitv of both the latent factors and the structural
innovations requires the same constant conditional covariance restriction of Rigobon (2002)
and Lewbel (2003). As discussed in Sentana and Fiorentini (2001), rrmost of the identifi-
6If Zt is defined
for equation (1.9) to
cou lrt,re2,t, ,|,,r-rf 
-
to contain
hold, cou
0.
Iags of the
lq,te2,t, ,2r1-rl
squared reduced form innovations, then
ability in fact derives from the conditional covariances of conditionally orthogonal factors
being constant over time'r (p. 147).
The works of King et al. (1994) and Sentana and Fiorentini (2001) also assume con-
ditional normality for both the factors and the structural innovations. The identification
methods described in this chapter that parameterize H1 as ARCH would allow e1 | St-r -
N (0, H).7 However, the methods that parameterize /{ as GARCH would not. If Hl is a
GARCH process, then a necessary condition for identification is that the third moments of
€r.t and e21 be nonzero. Identification, in this case, becomes the product of an asymmetric
distribution, like in Reiersol (1950), Lewbel (1997), and Newey and Steigerwald (1997).
L.2 Single Factor Models
Example 1 Testi.ng a Cond'it'ional CAPM
This example demonstrates how the triangular system relates to a test of the CAPM.
Assume there exists a risk free rate. Let YL,t : the excess return on an arbitrarily chosen
security. In addition, let Y2p: an observable proxy of the true excess market return, and
define X1 as a vector of instruments that forecast security returns,8 Consider the model
YL,t 
- 
X;dr * €2,tjr * erft, (1.11)
where 
€2,r comes from equation (1.2) when 72 :0.e Continue to assume that E [., | ,$r-t] :
Tother distributional assumptions, so long as they guarantee the existence of a finite
fourth moment, are also permissible.
8As might be expected, the literature on predicting asset returns is long. See Ferson,
Sarkissian, and Simin (2003) for a review of the proposed instruments and a discussion of
the potential shortcomings these instruments face.
eFetson (1990) considers models of this form.
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0. Equation (1.11) contains two salient features. First, it allows security returns to have
a predictable component. Second, it prices those returns relative to a single factor, the
unobservable component of the excess market return proxy. This latter feature relates
equation (1.11) to a conditional version of the capital asset pricing model (CAPM).l0 For
'y2 : 0, substitution of equation (1.2) into equation (1.11) yields equation (1.1), with
0t:5t 
- 
?z'Yt.
Flom the CAPM theory, the true market return is mea.n variance efficient (MVE). Flom
Roll's (1977) seminal critique, any proxy of the true market return may or may not be
MVE. Suppose the given proxy is not MVE. Then, shocks affecting the proxy could be
correlated with shocks affecting other security returns through, for example, unanticipated
changes to either international liquidity or investor preferences for nontraded assets. This
correlation renders the proxy an endogenous regressor and OLS unsuitable for estimating
71. Furthermore, IV is complicated by the difficulty of finding an instrument correlated
with the proxy but not the security.
Assume E lele!, I Sr-r] : Htt and parameterize I{ as a diagonal GARCH process. Boller-
slev, Engle, and Wooldridge (1988) rely on such a process in their study of a CAPM with
time-varying covariances. The GARCH structure of I/1 identifies 71. Consider sequential
estimation of the triangular system for N security returns. The resulting gamma estimates
can be used to test a conditional version of the CAPM in the spirit of Shaken (1987) and
Kandel and Stambaugh (1987).11
10The CAPM was introduced by Sharpe (1964, 1977) and Lintner (1965).
llThese authors demonstrate that, despite the Roll (1977) critique, a test of the CAPM
is still possible conditional on a prior belief about the correlation between the true market
return and a given proxy. They separately show, using either an equal- or value-weighted
NYSE-AMEX stock index return as the proxy, that the CAPM is rejected if the correlation
11
Example 2 Accessing the Predictability of Stock Returns
Consider the triangular system. Let Y11 be the excess return on an arbitrarily chosen
security or portfolio of securities. Allow Y2,1 : the excess return on a given market proxy,
and define Xr as in Example 1. Consider the model of equation (1.1). In traditional
multi-factor asset pricing models, rational expectations limit return predictability to be the
result of changes in the rrbeta coefficients,rror factor loadings, and changes in expected risk
premiums. A rejection of 0t - 0 implies either time-varying betas or omitted factors.l2
Ferson and Korajczyk (1995) consider tests of this form. The identification methods of this
chapter provide a consistent means for conducting such tests that is robust to the potential
endogeneity of market proxies.
Example 3 Dynam'ic Hedgi,ng
Consider an investor who wishes to hedge against the market risk of a long position in
a given security. Let Y1,1 : the return to the given security and Y2,t : the return to a
market proxy. Tladitional practice suggests using the slope coefficient from a regression of
Yy,1 on Y2,1-which, corresponds to an estimate of. cou(Yr,t, Yz,r) luar(Y2)-as the risk-
minimizing hedge ratio. Tladitional practice, however, leads to an inconsistent estimate of
this hedge ratio if, following the discussion in Example l, Y21 turns out to be an endoge-
nous regressor. Furthermore, since the conditional second moments of security returns ex-
hibit systematic time-variation, the risk-minimizing hedge ratio will, necessarily, inherit this
between the true market return and the proxy exceeds 0.70.
l2Sharpe's (1977) interpretation of the CAPM makes equation (1.1) consistent with a
multi-factor pricing model
12
property. ARCH modeling is ideally suited to capturing this time-variation.l3 Tleatment
of the triangular system using the identification methods of this chapter grant consistent,
time-varying, estimates of the risk-minimizing hedge ratio that also permit E fe162,1 | Sr-r]
to follow more general specifications than considered by Cecchetti, Cumby, and Figlewski
(1e88).
1.3 Simultaneous Models and SVARs
Example 4 Portfolio Formation
Consider the simultaneous system. Let Y1p : the return on a portfolio of common
stocks. Y2,t : the return on a portfolio of corporate bonds, and & is a vector of fore-
casting instruments for both stock and bond returns. Describe the dynamics of stock and
bond returns using equations (1.i) and (1.2). The simultaneous system provides a very
general framework for assessing the propagation of shocks across stock and bond returns,
by imposing only mild restrictions on how these assets interact.
Consider forming unconditionally MVE portfolios of stocks and bonds with weights
that depend on St-r.14 Construction of these weights necessarily relies upon the consistent
estimation of Elele!, | ,St-r],71, and 72. The identification methods in this chapter grant
such estimates under highly plausible volatility assumptions for each time series of returns.
The flexibility of equations (1.1) and (1.2) allows one to study efficient portfolio composition
under different sets of conditional second moment restrictions, to determine which of these
restrictions the data best supports. Closed-form solutions for the portfolio weights are given
13S"e Bollerslev, Chou, and Kroner
laFormation of these portfolios can
(1992) for a general discussion.
occur either with or without a risk-free rate.
13
in Ferson and Siegel (2001).
Example 5 Monetary Poli,cE and the Stock Market
To what extent does the U.S. monetary authority react to changes in the stock mar-
ket? Motivated, in part, by Greenspan's claim of rrirrational exuberance,rr this question has
received a good deal of attention in both the theoretical and applied monetary economics lit-
eratures.15 Articles addressing this issue include Bernanke and Gertler (1999) and Rigobon
and Sack (2003). The issue concerning the impact of monetary policy actions on equity
prices is examined by Thorbecke (1997), Bernanke and Kuttner (1999), Bomfim (2003),
and Rigobon and Sack (2004)) among others. These latter works empirically demonstrate
the intuitive result that the equity market responds to monetary policy actions.
Let Y1,1be the yield change to a short-term interest rate (meant to proxy for the current
stance of monetary policy). Y21 is the return on some stock market proxy, and X1 contains
forecasting instruments for interest rate cha,nges and stock returns, macroeconomic factors,
and possible lags of the endogenous variables. If policy makers consider the current state
of the equity market when crafting policy decisions, then the dynamics of Y11 and Y2,1 can
be described by the simultaneous system. Measuring the response of monetary policy to
the stock market involves estimating 71. Common techniques for identifying simultaneous
systems, however, cannot be convincingly employed, owing to the difficulty of finding an
instrument that is both related to stock returns and unrelated to the path of short-term
interest rates. A similar difficulty arises, of course, when attempting to assess the response
roFirst in December 1996, and then regularly up until the eventual bursting of the U.S.
equity bubble in 1999, Alan Greenspan, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, spoke of
the possibility that 'rirrational exuberance'r was distorting equity prices.
T4
of stock returns to monetary policy actions.
Previous research firmly establishes that the volatility patterns of short-term interest
rates and stock returns display GARCH behavior. The identification methods proposed in
this chapter, therefore, can be used to investigate the relationship between monetary policy
and the stock market. A simplified version of this investigation is analyzed in Section 5.
Example 6 Monetary Policy and the Li,quidi,ty Effect
Hamilton (1997) analyzes how open-market operations (specifically, the purchase of
Tleasury Bills by the Federal Reserve) impact the nominal rate of interest. Using a system
of equations identical to (1.1) and (1.2), his work measures what is often described as the
liquidity effect. In this system, Y1,1 is the federal funds rate andY2p the quantity of non-
borrowed reserves. Hamilton (1997) proposes an instrument for Y2,1 and is, therefore, able
to obtain an estimate for 71. If the volatility of nonborrowed reserves displays systematic
patterns of ARCH or GARCH, the identification methods of this chapter provide an alter-
native mearls for gauging the liquidity effect. In addition, these methods simultaneously
permit estimation of the sensitivity of nonborrowed reserves to the nominal interest rate.
Example 7 Macroeconom'ic Volatili,ty
The standard deviation of U.S. GDP growth has halved from the period 1960-1984 to
the period 1985-2002. This decline in variability is mirrored in other macroeconomic and
financial time series. Ahmed, Levin, and Wilson (2004) ask whether this decline can be
explained by 'rgood polices, good practices, or good luck?rr They investigate this question,
in part, by estimating VARs and analyzing the residuals. By not identifying the structural
15
elements in these VARs. however. these authors are unable to isolate the structural inno.
vations and so cannot untangle which of these innovations experienced volatility declines.
To address this short-coming, consider the following SVAR describing a simplified version
of the Ahmed et al. (2004) set up.
Yr,t 
- 
X;gt *Ys,tlt *Yz,tj1 * €;,t,
Yz,t 
- 
X;gz *Ys,tlz *Yr,tj2 * €2,t,
YJ,,t-XtBz*€g,t.
(1.12)
(1 13)
(1,14)
Yt,t,Y2,t, and Y3,1 are changes in the federal funds rate, Consumer Price Index (CPI), and
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), respectively. Xt is a vector of lags to these three variables.
Equation (1.14) can be estimated by OLS. Equations (1.12) and (1.13) can be estimated
using the methods of this chapter, since changes in GDP are assumed to be uncorrelated
with contemporaneous changes in the Consumer Price Index and the federal funds rate,
and since the federal funds rate and inflation are both known to display ARCH.16 As a
result, the shocks to each structural equation can be directly analyzed and an answer to
this volatility puzzle found.
2 Identification
Throughout the ensuing discussions of triangular and simultaneous system identification,
let B1q refer to the true value of B1 and similarly for all other parameter values. The ensuing
l6See Hamilton (1997) and Engle (1982) for evidence of each, respectively.
16
discussions also assume that the regressors in X6 are ordinary random variables with finite
second moments, allowing the results to be be stated in terms of means and variances.
The inclusion of time trends or deterministic regressors is accommodated by replacing the
relevant moments with probability limits of sample moments and sample projections.
2.L The Tliangular System
Consider the model
YL,t 
- 
X;prc * Yz,t^h 6 * el,t
and
(1.15)
(1.16)
(1 . 17)
If Elel l St-rl :0, then equation (1.16) is identified by OLS. If, in additioD, €1,1 and e2,1
are uncorrelated, then equation (1.15) is also identified by OLS. Alternatively, if at least
one element of B1s is zero, then equation (1.15) is identified by instrumental variables (IV).
This section provides identification conditions that require neither uncorrelated errors nor
zero restrictions on B1s.
Assurnption tz E [Xrxil and E IXIYA are finite and identified from the data. E lxtxl]
is nonsingular.
Y2,t-X;|zo*e2,t.
€1 I t-1 - id(O,, Ht), where
A'onet-ielt-t,Atn
T7
C'rrztZ'tC Lk.
Assurnption 2a: Let €t : | €r,t €2,t ]
Ht : C[Co +
4+t
k_1
4qI'k-I i:I
Assumption 3a: Define Co:
jth column of the matrix Aur. Define An
Assumption 4az The eigenvalues of
. Let anj,tt o be the element in the hth row and
,An
0
azl,izo a
, for i - 1,.. .,,e. The following parameters
,iLat (4) azr,iz1, (5) aL2,is1, (6) ezz,i41.
cL} 0
c20 c30
fo oltl
fo azz,t'+o)
)tgo, (3) an(2
0
22,i20
[o"'.,'o o
lort,,to a2z,iro
. [o orz,'so1An: | -' -- l , and Au
lo azz 'no)
are strictly positive: (1) crot
q4
tI (AtnaAtn)
i,:I k-I
Assumption ba: Let €t : t ,?., €r,t€2,tLL,
are less than one in modulus.
PLee-
ua,r ("t)
cou ("r-t, ur)
and
,22,, ]' Denne
cou ("t, et-t)
uar ("t)
cou ("t, et-(q-r))
cou ("t, et (q-z))
uar ("t)co?) ("r-(q-r) , 
"t) cou ("t-(q-z), "t)
cou ("t-t, ,t) cou ("t-2, zt)
P"" : ua,T (rt) .
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cou (ur-n, zt)] ,
Let Fz: (P", 
- 
P!"P;rP.,). eoth P"" and F2 arc nonsingular.
Assumptions 1 and 2 identify equation (1.16) and the reduced form of equation (1.15). In
Assumption 2, 21 is a (.I x 1) vector of weakly exogenous covariates that can contain some
(or all) of the covariates in X1. The summation limit k:4in equation (1.17) determines
the generality of the BEKK process, where generality refers to the number of equality
constraints imposed across the variance and covariance equations. Under Proposition 2.3
of Engle and Kroner (1995), the model of equation (1.17) is fully general if max k : 4. The
summation limit q determines the order of the BEKK model. If q : 1, then the BEKK
model in (1.17) is describing a fust-order ARCH process with weakly exogenous covariates.
The parameter matrices of Assumption 3a follow Proposition 2.3 of Engle and Kroner
(1995), with the added restriction that ap,i1:0. Minus this restriction, these matrices de-
fine the most general BEKK model within the class of bivariate ARCH models. Assumption
3a imposes the zero restriction that identifies 71s in equation (1.15).
The parameters in C1r impact the identification of equation (1.15) only through the
identification of equation (1.17). Restrictions similar in form to Assumption 3a need to be
imposed ot Cy". The precise form of these restrictions depends on the construction of 21.
Once a set of covariates is selected, the accompanying parameter restrictions for C1;, should
follow Proposition 2.3 of Engle and Kroner (1995).
Assumption 4a defines H1 to be covariance stationary and is the result of Proposition
2.7 in Engle and Kroner (1995). For the purpose of explaining Assumption 5a, let e : 1.
Assumption 5a then becomes the bivariate version of a necessary condition for identifying
a first-order AR process. This process, however, is being assigned to the conditional second
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moments, not the first, as per the usual case. An immediate consequence of Assumption 5a
is that Elelelrl < B < oo.
Proposition l: Let Assumpt'ions 1 and 2a-5a hold. Then the structural parameters of
equations ( 1. 1 5) 
-( 1. 17) are identified.
Proof. The proofs to all Propositions and Corollaries are stated in the Appendix A. I
Proposition 1 shows that equations (1.15) and (1.16) are identified by a rich class of
bivariate BEKK models. These models allow the conditional heteroskedasticity of e1 to
exhibit patterns beyond those ofthe popular diagonal representation (see section 1.1). This
richness, however, comes at a cost. Owing to Assumption 3a, while Proposition 1 supports
more restricted forms of the BEKK model, the diagonal version is not one of them.rT Given
the intuitively appealing nature of the diagonal model as a baseline case, an identification
result that includes such a specification is clearly desirable.l8 The remainder of this section,
therefore, is dedicated to achieving that end.
Assurnption 2b: Let 
€t : [ €L,t €2,t ] €1 | ,Sr- r '" id (0, Ht), where
2
Alt*€t-re|-tArn * t B'tnHlaBu*k_tHt : C'oCo
2
+D
k-r
(1 . 18)
iTAssumption 3a can be modified to restrict any, or all, of the parameters a2L,ir1r a22,i1ot
a22,i2ot an.d a22,;gs to be zero, and the result of Proposition 1 still holds.
l8FYom section 1.2, the triangular system is motivated by tests of the CAPM or the single
factor APT model of Ross (1976), where the factor is unobserved. The asset pricing litera-
ture supports the GARCH(1,1) model of Bollerslev (1986) as a reasonable parameterization
of the conditional heteroskedasticity in stock returns. See Akgiray (1989), Bollerslev, Engle,
and Wooldridge (1988), or Kim and Kon (1994) for a reference.
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following parameters are strictly positive: (1) cL1t
bll,10, (6) bzz,to.
and b4,no be the elements in the
pectively.
and Bn
(3) a22,Lo,
AnT
. The
2o t (5)
Assumption 4b:
2
Dk-L
Assumption 5b: Let
cou ("t, et-L) is n
The first-order autocovariance matrix€1
onsingular.
Assumption 6b: ("?r,20 * b?r,ro) + (or, 
,20&22,26 * br.r,rrbrr,ro)
Assumption 7z E 
Lri,,r) + 0, for i : r,2.
If. b22,2s I O in Assumption 3b, then Assumptions 2b and 3b would describe the most
general diagonal BEKK model within the class of bivariate diagonal GARCH models, given
Proposition 2.3 of Engle and Kroner (1995). Restricting Bp to be a zero matrix is nec-
essary to identify equation (1.18) using a moments-based argument. Identification of a
diagonal BEKK model with GARCH terms under GMM is limited to the model described
by Assumptions 2b and 3b.
2L
Accorditrg to Assumptions
€r,t,, the conditional covariance
2b and 3b, the expressions for the
of e1,1 and €2,tt and the conditional
conditional variance of
variance of e2p are
and
hrL,t : (r?o + ,3i + @?r,20) ,?,r-1 * (u?r,10) h;L,t-r,
hr2,t 
- 
( czocso) + (ott 
,20a22,20) . r,t-r€z,t-r * (brr J0b22Jo) hn,t-!t
h2z,t : (.30) + * o\z,zo) ,7,,r-1 * (b'rr,ro) hrr,t-rt
(1.1e)
(1.20)
(1.2r)(o3r,ro
respectively. Equation (1.20) illustrates that the the GARCH term of hppis not a free para-
meter. Instead, this term is determined by the GARCH effects of h11.1 and h22.1. Bollerslev
(1990) is an example of a multivariate GARCH model in which the time-varying properties
of the conditional covariances are entirely determined by the conditional variances. The
GARCH specification presented here is less strict in the sense that one of the parameters
affecting the ARCH effect in hp,1-the parameter a22,zo-is not identified from either of
the conditional variances. As with Bollerslev (1990), however, since any theoretical justi-
fi"cation for the GARCH structure is lacking, the ultimate validity of this restriction is an
empirical question. Fortunately, in the context ofthis chapter, that question can be directly
addressed using a 12 difierence test.
Another example of a multivariate GARCH model that imposes parameter restrictions
on the covariance equations is the dynamic conditional correlation (DCC) model of Engle
(2002). This model imposes equality constraints across all of the structural parameters
affecting the conditional covariance equations. The works of Bollerslev (1990) and Engle
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(2002) illustrate the common practice of restricting the covariance process in multivariate
GARCH modeling. The imposition of these restrictions is necessary to render estimation
tractable. This chapter demonstrates that beyond mere tractability, restricting the covari-
ance process also benefits identification. Arguably, the restrictions imposed herein are more
general than either those of Bollerslev (1990) or Engle (2002).
Assumption 4b defines the parameterization of. H6 to be covariance stationary. Assump-
tion 5b has a similar interpretation to Assumption 5a. It, too, requires that E lelelrl < B <
oo. Sufficient conditions for Assumption 6b are a22,20 * an,zo and b11,16 # bzz,to. In other
words, Assumption 6b requires the parameters governing the time-varying properties of ltp,1
to be, to some extent, separate from those governing h11,1. This result echoes the theme of
King et al. (1994) and Lewbel (2004), where identification is based on the properties of the
conditional covariance. A test of Assumption 6b is afforded bv the delta method.
Asymmetry in the distribution of e6 is a necessary condition for identifying the BEKK
model of Assumptions 2b and 3b. Newey and Steigerwald (1997), in discussing consistent
estimation of GARCH models using quasi-maximum-likelihood (QML), note the need for a
rrlocation parameterrr in the conditional variance function if the true data generating process
is asymmetric. Their work, like this one, recognizes the pivotal role nonzero third. moments
play in identification. Unlike this work, however, their's also demonstrates identification
in the case of symmetric innovations. If Assumption 7 does not hold, then the individual
ARCH and GARCH terms of equation (1.18) are not identified.
Given Assumption 7, €1 c&rnot be distributed as a bivariate normal. Such a restriction
is not unreasonable when taken in the context of the motivating example for the triangular
system. Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997) document that security returns exhibit some
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skewness on the individual level and decidedly negative skewness when combined to form
portfolios. Since most tests of asset pricing models use portfolios as the test assets to
increase power, Assumption 7 seems appropriate. Further support for Assumption 7 is
found in Engle and Gonzalez-Rivera (1991), who note that skewness can be an important
characteristic of the conditional density function of stock returns, especially for small-firm
stocks.
Proposition 2z Let Assumpt'ions 1, 2b*6b, and, 7 hold^ Then the stractural parameters of
equations (1.15), (1.16), and (1.18) are i,dentified.
Proposition 2 identifies the triangular system of equations (1.15) a,nd (1.16) by identi
fying a bivariate GARCH model with a time-varying covariance using GMM. The current
literature relating GARCH models to GMM is rooted in the univariate setting. Proposition
2 provides a first step towards extending this literature into the multivariate arena.
Proposition 2 does not extend to GARCH models with either additional lag or cross con-
tamination terms.19 These generalities complicate identification by introducing additional
nonlinearities into the model's moment conditions and/or requiring zero-moment restric-
tions that lack either intuitive appeal or empirical backing. The headaches involved with
nonlinear moment identification are well known. Regarding the latter complication, if the
conditional variance of e1,1 is allowed to depend on ,22,r-r, for example, then E lel,reylf :0
is a necessary condition for identification. Finally, the inclusion of any weakly exogenous
covariates in equation (1.18) is also incompatible with the result of Proposition 2.
l9Examples of cross contamination are found in Assumptions
For instance, these assumptions allow the conditional variance
both €L,t€2,t and ,7,,r.
2a and 3a of Proposition 1.
of e1,1 to depend on lags of
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Eliminating the GARCH terms from Assumption 3b results in the diagonal ARCH
model of section 1.1. Proposition 2 nests this model, minus the need for Assumption 7.
Given Proposition 1, it is straightforward to see that higher-order diagonal ARCH terms
and weakly exogenous elements can be amended to this result.
2.2 The Simultaneous System
Consider the model
Yr,t 
- 
X;prc * Yz,tTs * €l,t (1.22)
and
Yz,t : Xt1zo * Yt,t"yzo I ez,t. (1.23)
If. E le1 | Sr-r] : 0, and B16 and B2s each contain different zero elements, then equations
(1.22) and (1.23) are identified by IV. This section provides identification conditions that
do not require equality constraints on 0ro ard 826.
Assumption 3c: Define Co: . Let ahj,tk1 be the element in the hth row and
jth column of the matrix Aur. Define An: ,An
t-
l0 0
I
lazt,tzo e22,i2o
a'r,ito ar2,i'o1
I0 0l
At,g:
ters are
and At+ for i-
&rL,ilo,
crO 0
czo cgo
[o ol
crot @ c1o, (3)itive:
[o aL2,isoftllo ol
strictly pos (1)
1,.. ,,e. The following parame-
(4) a2L,i2o, (5) aLz,iso, (6) a22,i40.
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Assumption 6c: Let Ar
rank, and 1 *llrclzol.
Assumption 8: Define G to be the set of possible values for (71e, fzo). If (lu h) e G,
then (7f1, 1r\ 4 G.
Assumption 3c is more restrictive than Assumption 3a in the sense that it has fewer
parameters describing the ARCH process. The additional zero restrictions are required, of
course, to identify 726. Assumption 6c is a restriction on the time-varying properties of
h1t,t, hr2,t, and h22,1. Each of these functions having distinct parameters is sufficient for
this condition. Z1 can be estimated and its rank tested using the procedure of Cragg and
Donald (1996). Alternatively, one can test whether the determinant of A'rA1 i" zero, since
Assumption 6c defines VrA, to be nonsingular.
Solving equation (1.22) for Y21 and equation (1.23) for Y1,1 reveals the need for the
restriction on G in Assumption 8. The resulting two equations have the exact same form
as equations (7.22) and. (1.23). If 7ro:7ff and ho:"ytt, there is no way to distinguish
between these two sets of equations. Assumption 8 establishes this distinction by selecting
one of these representations. Selection may be the result of external knowledge or arbitrary
convenience.
Proposition 3z Let Assumptions 7, 2a, 3c, fa, 5a, 6c and 8 hold,. Then the structural
parameters of equat'ions (1.22), (1.23), and (1.17) are identified.
,0it,tto
aLLJLoaL2,LLo
,,
ai2,110 + aiz,tzo
,ait,tzo
a2L,r2oa22,r2o
o\z,r2o + o?zJ+o
has full columnA1
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Proposition 3 nests more restrictive ARCH models in its result. Either (or both) of
the parameters a12,;16 and a21,426 can be zero and identification still follows. Also, other
more general BEKK models besides those captured by Assumptions 2a and 3c may support
identification of the simultaneous system. These models, however, will be increasingly
nonlinear in the structural parameters of the BEKK process and the parameters 719 and
7zo. Any demonstration of identification, therefore, is likely to be limited to either a local
result or a simplified special case.
The chief appeal of ARCH models (univariate or multivariate) is their ability to account
for volatility clustering, a key feature of many financial and macroeconomic time series. If
f! evolves slowly through time, then lags of el,, should forecast h11,1. In addition, lags
of e1,1e2,1should forecast h121, and lags of e!,, should forecast hzz,t. Propositions 1 and 2
include this feature. Proposition 3, however, assumes that lags of e1,1e2,1 do not forecast
h12,1. While such an assumption cannot be excluded, an alternative BEKK specification
that relaxes this assumption would be valuable. Towards that end, consider the following
alternative assumptions.
Assumption 3d: Define Co :
0
c30
jth column of the matrix Aur. Define An
Let ahj,ik1 be the element in the hth row and
,An
, for i,- 1,.. .,e. The following para-
, (3) a22,ir0, (4) aLL,i21, (5) o21,i30, (6)
I 
c'lo
L czo
[t orz,'+01tl[o o.l
cr1t @ cao
:]
tlv
lazr,tzo
are stric
ell,ilo 0
0 a2z,iro [":"' I
A;i
meters
aL2,i4o.
, and At+
positive: (1)
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Assumption 6d: (o'rr,,110 + 
"?L,rzo) * o7r,r10, and 1 * llnlzol.
Assumptions 2a and 3d expand the diagonal BEKK model without GARCH effects to
include cross contamination terms in the conditional variance". u\,,r-u is allowed to enter
hs1, and el,r-ois allowed to enter hzz,t. htz,t, on the other hand, remains parameterized as
a purely diagonal process. Assumption 6d requires the parameters governing the diagonal
ARCH effects of hn,t and h22,1 to be distinct. Assumption 6d is testable via the delta
method.
Proposition 4z Let Assumpti,ons 7, 2a, 3d, fa, 5a, 6d and 8 hold. Then the stractural
parameters of equations (1.22), (1.23), and (1.17) are identified.
Rigobon (2002) considers an ARCH model with 4,11,a16 : O-see Assumption 3d. Propo'
sition 4 nests this model as a special case. To close this section, the GARCH model of section
2.1 is shown to support identification of the simultaneous system. Such a result requires
modifications to Assumption 6b.
Assumption 6e: (alr,2o + b?r,ro) * @3r,ro * o\z,zo I b\z,ro), and I I llrclzo[
If I I 11;.61261, a sufficient condition for Assumption 6e is that the parameters governing
the ARCH and GARCH effects of hlp and h22,1are distinct. Assumption 6e is very similar
to Assumption 6d.
Corollary tz Let Assumpti,ons 1, 2b-5b, 6e, 7 and 8 hold. Then the structural parameters
of equati,ons (1.22), (1.29), and, (1.18) are id,entified.
2B
Corollary 1 borrows heavily from Propositions 2 and 4. Like Proposition 2, Corollary 1
also nests a diagonal BEKK model without GARCH effects as a special case. This model
can easily be extended to include weakly exogenous elements.
3 Estimation
This section considers estimation of the triangular and simultaneous systems under two
r fI1 is parameterized as ARCH (see Propositions 1, 3, and 4).
o I/1 is parameterized as GARCH (see Proposition 2 and Corollary 1).
For either case, define
€t,t : YL,t 
- 
Xr0t 
- 
Yz,t^Yt
and
2,t : Yz,t 
- 
x;gz 
- 
Yr,tjz.
Beginning with the ARCH case, Iet
'lt)t:et-ht,
where h1 : u€ch(Hr) from equation (1.17), and w7 is the vector of implied innovations to
given BEKK model, and defi.ne th to
the following set of vector functions:
Let ,\ be the set of structural parameters from the
the set of parameters {0t, 02, ^lt, ^lz, ,U. Consider
h (rh,Y,^9t-r) 
- 
Xt I €t,
€7.
be
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Uz (tb,Y,,9t-r) 
- 
1i)tt
(Jz+r, @r,Y,,Sr-r) - w1 I €t-rr,
f.or m 1,...,e,
Stack [Jt, (Jz, [Jz+*, and
(Js+q (rlt,Vr,Sr-t) 
- 
w1 I zt.
(Js+qinto one large vector tl .
Corollary 2z De,fine ,h and fl Ul,Y,Sr-r) as
sumpt'ions regarding ei,ther the tri,angular
aboue. Let one o.f the 
.following sets o.f as-
or s'imultaneous system hold:
1,3, or 4. Eltll 
- 
0 relates to the conditional mean equations, while E
Uz
(Jz+n
(Js+q
rives from the particular ARCH parameterization of f/t. Corollary 2 states the identification
results of Proposition 1, 3, or 4 as a set of zero moment conditions.
o 7, 2a-5a.
o 7, 2o, 3c, /na, 5a, 6c, and 8.
o 1,2a, 3d, 4a, 5o, 6d, and 8.
Let V d,enote the set of all possi,ble aalues that rl.t might take on, and defi,ne (;s to be the
true ualue of r/;. Then, the only ualue of t eV that satisfies EIU(rlr,Yr,&-r)] :0
is t! : t1.to.
E lU) :0 are moment conditions for either the triangular system of equations (1.15) and
(1.16) or the simultaneous system of equations (1.22) and (1.23) that hold under Proposition
-0de-
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Next, Consider the GARCH
BEKK model of equation (1.18).
case. Let 
^ 
be the set of structural
Define
parameters from the
.trrr 
- 
"1r,2+b?t,r,
\tz 
- 
a1I,2a22,2 * bII,IbZz,I,
\zz : a7,2,1 * oZz,z * b\,z,r.
l- l' .oe: totr ot2 o22 l,where
and
In addition,
and
Consider the followittg
c?+c7
ott 
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-, 
or2
r-A11
,
ozz:&
set of vector functions:
c2c3
1-\n'
Vt (rb,Y,,9r-r) : et 
- 
oet
Vz (rh,Yt,,St-r) : (r?,, 
- 
on) (et-z 
- 
o") 
- 
)tt (.?,, 
- 
ott) (et-r 
- 
o.) 
,
Vs(rlr,Y,St-r) : (et,tez,t 
- 
otz) ("r-z 
- 
o.) 
- 
\n(et,tez,t 
- 
on) (etq 
- 
o.) 
,
Vt (!t,Y, St-r) : (r?,, 
- 
orr) ("r-t 
- 
o") 
- 
\r, (r2,, 
- 
orr) (et-t 
- 
o.) 
,
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Vs (rlt,Y,^9t-r) 
- 
,?1,t€L,t-1 
- 
("?t,z) ,?,r,
Vo (rb ,Yt,^gr- r ) : €?z,t€2,t-1 - (o3r, + o3,z,z) u|,r.
Stack (Jt, Vt, Vz, Vs, Va, Vs and V6 into one large vector V.
Corollary 3: Defi,ne ,h and V (r!,Y,^9r-r) as
sumpt'ions regard'ing either the triangular
aboue. Let one of the 
.following sets of as-
or s'imultaneous system hold:
o 7, 2b-6b, and 7.
o 7, 2b-5b, 6", 7 and 8.
Let V denote the set of all possi,ble ualues that tlt might take on, and, define rbs to be the
trueualueof tlt. Then,theonlyualueof ,lteV thatsati,ffies EIV(rb,Y,St-t)l:0
is (; : Eo.
E lvl - 0 are moment conditions for either the triangular system of eq
(1.16) or the simultaneous system of equations (I.22) and (1.23) that hold
2 or Corollary 1. ElVtl 
- 
0 defines the unconditional variance of e11,
uati
und
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ons (1.15) and
er Proposition
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covariance of €L,t and 
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from the GARCH parameterization of Ht.
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Given Corollaries 2 and 3, Hansen's (1932) GMM is a natural choice for estimating ry'.20
Using the GMM result,
i, 
- 
arg min
'bev
tfr (rl,- rht) (rlW)'no'uL
(+ tt('h,Y,st-')) ,(+ i,t('h,v,,st-'l) W_L
where g : (J, or V, and positive definite. Let
g @r,Y, St-) g (rh,Vt, Sr-_t)'
According to the standard GMM asymptotics,
Wis
-A-17w: i,D-
,St- rYt,
w
os (L,4 w(0, )'))l
where fr 3 Wo. If the moment conditions of Corollary 2 or 3 are weak, then the alternative
distribution theory of Stock and Wright (2000) is applicable. A survey of weak instruments
and weak identification is provided by Stock, Wright, and Yogo (2002).
All Propositions and Corollary 1 nest more restrictive parameterizations of H1. The
model and moment selection criteria (MMSC) of Andrews and Lu (1999) can be used to
determine which parameterization to use. These criteria can also be used to investigate
the possibility of structural breaks occurring in either the conditional mean equations or
2oldentification under GMM assumes itrr to be a compact set. This assumption needs to
be reconciled with Assumptions 8 in order for either Corollary 2 or 3 to hold, in the case of
a fully simultaneous system. A trivial solution to this problem would be if 0 < 7;s < 1 for
i : 1,2 so that the constraint of Assumption 8 proved nonbinding. If, however, 0 < 7ro ( 1
and12s < 
-1, then V can be defined so that the product of71 and 72 is finite, nonpositive,
and exclusive of an open neighborhood of minus one. If, instead, 7zo ) l, a similar exclusion
could be made around an open neighborhood of one.
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the conditional covariance matrix (see Rigobon (2002), for an example related to sovereign
debt). If the model under study is an SVAR, determining the order of that SVAR as well as
the order and specification of H1 canoccur either sequentially or simultaneously. Regarding
the former, first apply either the AIC, BIC, or HQIC selection methods-see Hannan and
Quinn (1979) for a discussion of the latter-to determine the order of the VAR. Then,
using the moments from Corollary 2 or 3, apply the MMSC to determine the order and
parameterization of ffi. Alternatively, simply apply the MMSC to both the SVAR and H1
together. Finally, when Ift is parameterized by a diagonal GARCH model, the specifications
of. h11,1 and h22.1can be evaluated following Lundbergh and Teriisvirta (2002).
Sample estimates of the moment vectors from Corollaries 2 and 3 provide a consistent
treatment of the models under study. There are, however, efficiency gains from using higher-
order lags of e1 and, in the case where the mean equations have autoregressive components,
lags of Xr in the estimation step. For instance, appending the set of vector functions
LIs+n (rb,Vr, ^9t-r) - rrt & et-n,
for n 
- 
q + 1,... ,r, to the vector [/ provides strictly more
model's structural parameters. These additional moments
the fit of Ht First, a joint test of whether €1 | Sr-r ,-,i,d(O,
efficient estimates of the given
also provide two ways to test
Ht) is afforded by Hansen's J
statistic. Second, testing whether E lus+"1
the ARCH parametenzation of H1 alone.
- 
0 using a X2 difference test judges the fit of
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Under Corollary 3, appending
Vzp+r(rh,Y,St-): (r?,r- orr) ("t-p- o") 
- {r t (r?,r- on)("t-r- o"),
Vz,+p-r (rlt,Y,St-r) : (e\tez,t 
- 
on) ("r-p 
- 
") - \\it (et,tez,t - on) (et-r - o") ,
and
VB,+p-z (rb,Y,^9t-r) : (r3,, 
- 
ozz) (.r-o 
- 
o.) 
- 
^Eit G7,, - 
ozz) (et-r 
- 
o") 
,
for p : 3,...,r, to the vector V also results in strict efficiency gains. Similar to the
moments of Corollary 2, testing whether E lvl :0 judges the fit of the entire model being
Vzp+t
imposed, while testing whether E I vr,*p-L - 0 either validates or refutes the GARCH
Vsr+p-J
parameterization of f/1. Efficiency gains from using additional lags to estimate AR processes
with conditionally heteroskedastic errors is discussed by West (2002). The choice of r is a
function of the particular data under study. See Donald, Imbens, and Newey (2002) for a
mean-squared error (MSE) based. criterion for selecting r.
4 Monte Carlo Study
Monte Carlo studies are conducted of the identification methods for both the trian-
gular and simultaneous systems. Studies of the triangular system select parameter values
consistent with Example 1. Studies of the simultaneous system consider parameter values
following Example 5.
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4.L The Triangular System
The vector X1 contains two elements, each drawn from a normal distribution. The
fi.rst-order autocorrelation of each element is 0.97, and the correlation between elements is
0.75. In the case of Proposition 1, e1 is constructed so that et I St-t - N(0, lJr), where
If is parameterized according to Assumptions 2a and 3a. For simplicity, Cu": 0 Vk. Let
r ll
V:l U, Vr, | . forProposition 2,et:n|/'V,where Vy,lisastandardizeddrawfromL -'- -',- )
aX?s,Vz,t a standardized draw from a X?s, and.F/t follows Assumptions 2b and 3b.21 The
degrees offreedom for each element is taken from Jacquier, Polson, and Rossi (2002) and is
the product of a Bayesian analysis of the returns on a portfolio of large firms and the S&P
500 index, respectively.
All parameter values are set according to the following scenario: Yr,r is the return on
General Electric (GE) stock; Y2,1 is the return on the S&P 500 Index; the vector X1 contains
a single lagged value of the dividend yield on the S&P 500 index and the yield on a 3-month
Treasury Bill. The forecasting instruments are taken from the literature on predicting stock
returns.22 The vector X; is constructed to capture key features of these instruments (in
particular, their variances as well as their auto- and cross-correlations). See Appendix B
for a discussion of how the parameter values are generated.
Tables 1 and 2 show the results of Monte Carlo studies for Propositions 1 and 2 estimated
under Corollaries 2 and 3, respectively. The first 200 observations ofeach series is discarded
21The construction of V1 generates the skewness required under Proposition 2.
22Studies that document the predictive power ofshort-term interest rates and. the dividend
yield include Fama and Schwert (1977) and Ferson (1990) for the former, and Campbell
and Shiller (i988), Fama and Flench (1988, 1989), and Poterba and Summers (1988) for
the latter.
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to avoid initialization effects. Each studv is conducted with ? : 200 observations across
1000 trials.23 The studies set r : 3 (see section 3 for a discussion of additional lag terms).
Feasibility in computation times prevents the inclusion of more lag terms. For the parameter
estimates from either ARCH or GARCH process, restrictions governing strict positivity,
covariance stationarity, and finite fourth moments are ignored. However, the starting values
for each trial are the true values of the parameters.
For both simulation designs, parameter estimates from the mean equations display mean
biases of no more than 1,10%. Median biases are all less than one percent. Focusing on
71, the mean bias is 1.10%, and the root mean squared error is 0.149 for Proposition
1. For Proposition 2, the mean bias is 0.l4To, and the root mean squared error is 0.02.
Parameters from the mean equations are estimated more precisely than those from -F!,
owing to a comparison of the root mean squared, mean absolute, and median absolute
errors. Rationalizing this result is the tendency for higher-order moments based estimators
to suffer precision losses (especially, in small samples).24 A significant proportion of the
variability in all parameter estimates is attributable to outliers. A comparison of the mean
absolute and median absolute errors relative to the mean squared errors evidences this
point.
Comparing designs, the parameter estimates obtained under Proposition 1 are far less
precise than those obtained under Proposition 2. Helping to explain this result are the facts
that the simulation design of fIl under Assumptions 2a and 3a involves more parameters
and is less persistent than the corresponding design under Assumptions 2b and 3b. Since
23The number of observations per trial was selected to roughly conform with what appears
in the empirical asset pricing literature using monthly data.
2aSee Lewbel (1997), p. 7204, for a list of references.
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identification is a product of the conditional second moments, higher persistence in these
moments should render estimation more precise. In addition, the data used to generate
parameter values (see Appendix B) better supports a diagonal GARCH process. Better pa-
rameter values (i.e., those with smaller standard errors) should, naturally, lead to increased
precision in the simulation results.
4.2 The Simultaneous System
Consider a special case of equations (7.22) and (1.23), with p1s :020:0. This model
is studied by Rigobon and Sack (2004) and forms the basis for the empirical application
in section 5. In the case of either Proposition 3 or 4, the vector e1 is constructed so
that e1 | &-r - N (0, Ilr). I{ is parameterized according to Assumption 2a and either
Assumption 3c or 3d. Once again, Cilr:0 Vk. For Corollary 1, et: Ul/'V,where Vr,t is a
standardized draw from ayf;6,Vz,t a standardized draw from a yl6, andthe parameterization
of flr follows Assumptions 2b and 3b.
Parameter values are chosen to follow the scenario that Y11 is the yield change on the
3-month Treasury Bill, and Y2,1 is the return on the S&P 500 Index. The degrees of freedom
for V2p is taken from Jacquier, Polson, and Rossi (2002). The degrees of freedom for V1,6 is
chosen to match the skewness of 3-month Tleasury Bill yield changes as it appears in the
data. See Appendix B for a description of the parameter values.
Tables 3, 4, and 5 summarize the results of Monte Carlo studies of Propositions 3, 4,
and Corollary 1 estimated under Corollaries 2 and 3, respectively. Once again, the first
200 observations of each series is discarded to avoid initialization effects. Each studv is
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conducted with ? : 1000 observations across 1000 trials.2b For Propositions 3 and 4,
r : 1 (see section 3). For Corollary 7, r :2. The number of lag terms is again dictated
by computation time. Restrictions governing strict positivity, covariance stationarity, and
finite fourth moments are not imposed on the parameter estimates from the ARCH or
GARCH processes. The inequality constraint of Assumption 8 is also ignored. The starting
values for each trial, however, are the true values of the parameters.
Across all simulation designs, outliers continue to be a significant source of variation. A
comparison of the root mean squared, mean absolute, and median absolute errors evidences
this point. So, too, does the fact that mean biases tend to exceed median biases. For
example, the mean biases of 71 range from roughly three to seven percent, while the median
biases lie between zero and four percent. The median values also tend to center on the true
values. This statement is especially true for Corollary 1. In this case, the median biases for
71 and J2 are 0.24% and 8.27To, respectively
In general, parameter estimates are less precise than those for the triangular system.
Similar to the triangular system, the GARCH model of Assumptions 2b and 3b produces
estimates with the highest precision. Rationalizing this result is the relative strength of the
GARCH process compared to either ARCH parameterization and the fact that the data
used to generate all parameter values best supports a diagonal GARCH model (see section
5). Implicit in this Iatter point is the difficulty in calibrating a sensible bivariate ARCH
process with cross contamination effects.26
25The number of observations per trial roughly conforms with the size of the data set
analyzed by Rigobon and Sack (2004).
26Parameter values for all simulation designs are the starting values for the GMM es-
timators utilized in section 5 (see Appendix B). Those values measured with the highest
precision are from the diagonal GARCH process.
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Monetary Policy and the Stock Market
This section uses Propositions 3, 4, and Corollary 1 to investigate how the U.S. monetary
authority (the Federal Reserve) and the stock market respond to each other. The works
of Rigobon and Sack (2003, 2004) motivate this application. Recognizing stock ma,rket
movements as a possible endogenous determinant of monetary policy actions, Rigobon and
Sack (2003) apply a heteroskedasticity-based identification procedure (see section 1.3 for a
discussion) to find that short-term interest rates (a prory for monetary policy actions) react
significantly to movements in broad-based equity indices. Rigobon and Sack (2004) tackle
the other side of this relationship by estimating, under a similar identification strategy, the
response of equity prices to changes in monetary policy. This section fuses these works
together by estimating a model that jointly determines the impact of the stock market on
U.S. monetary policy and vice versa. Towards that end, consider the model
Yr,t 
- 
a1 *Yz,t|L * €L,t (r.24)
and
Y2,t- a2*Yt,tl2*ez,t, (1 25)
where Yr,t is the daily change in the 3-month Tleasury Bill yield, andY2l is the daily return
on the S&P 500 index. The data is from the Center for Research in Securities Prices (CRSP)
and covers the period January 3, 1994 to November 26,2007. In order to express Tleasury
BiIl yield changes and stock returns in roughly the same units, the former are multiplied
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by 100.27
Equations (1.24) and (1.25) are a special case of the simultaneous system and follow
from Rigobon and Sack (2004). This model offers simplified versions of a monetary policy
reaction function---equation (1.24)-and a stock market equation. These equations can
be generalized to include either a set of dummy variables for the dates on which news
about certain macroeconomic variables (e.g., the Index of Industrial Production (IIP), the
Consumer Price Index (CPI), the Producer Price Index (PPI)) was released or a set of
observable macroeconomic shocks measured in the spirit of Rigobon and Sack (2003).28
Typically, the federal funds rate is used in studies of U,S. monetary policy as the policy
instrument. The federal funds rate, however, because it is the rate paid on an uncollater-
alized interbank loan, is subject to fluctuations caused by changes in the reserve deposits
available to private banks. These fluctuations are unrelated to the conduct of monetary
policy. The 3-month teasury Bill rate, on the other hand, since it is determined in the
secondary market, can be seen as reflecting expectations of monetary policy changes occur-
ring over the next three months (encompassing approximately two FOMC meetings) and,
as such, represents a cleaner instrument for current monetary policy.2g
The model described by equations (1.2a) and (1.25) can also be generalized to include
2TDoing so, essentially, translates the Tleasury Bill yield changes into basis points
(1/100th of a percent) while keeping the S&P returns in percentage points.
28These authors define a set of observable macroeconomic shocks as the difference be-
tween the monthly release of the CPI, the PPI, the National Association of Purchasing
Managers survey (NAPM), the non-farm payrolls (NFPAY), and retail sales (RETL) and
their respective expected values, where these expectations are taken from the Money Market
Services survey conducted about a week prior to the release.
2eother instruments for U.S. monetary policy used in the literature include the Eurodollar
futures rate-see Rigobon and Sack (2003, 2004)-and the fed funds futures rate-see Kuttner
(2001) and Bernanke and Kuttner (2003).
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lagged terms of the endogenous variables. Rigobon and Sack (2004) note, however, that
I'allowing for a richer lag structure had little effect on the results.rr Indeed, the BIC and
HQIC select a zerolag length as optimal in a VAR of yield changes and stock returns.30
Identification under Corollary 1 requires skewness in the shocks, er. Estimates for skew-
ness in the Tleasury Bill yield changes and the S&P 500 returns are 
-0.73 and -0.20,
respectively. Stuart and Ord (1987, Vol.1) show that in large samples of normally dis-
tributed data, the sample skewness is distributed N(0, +). Under a null hypothesis of
normality, the standard error for the skewness statistics is 0.06.31 This standard error
provides evidence of significant, negative skewness in both series. Bolstering the case for
stock returns, Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997) provide evidence of significant, nega-
tive skewness in the daily returns of well-diversified, value-weighted stock portfolios. Their
estimates, taken over a much longer time horizon, are considerably larger than the 
-0.20
I t'
presented here. Let O: 
I o, az J 
. Solving for the reduced form of equations (1.24) and
(1.25) yields
Y:tA * fe1'
Given the evidence presented concerning the individual elements of Yt, the assumption that
€1 com€s from a nonsymmetric distribution seems reasonable.
Table 6 summarizes the empirical results of the GMM estimators based on Corollaries
2 and 3. The assumptions of Proposition 3 define the model of GMMI. The assumptions
of Proposition 4 define the model of GMM2, and the assumptions of Corollary 1 define
the model of GMM3. For all the models, r : 10 (see section 3). As a robustness check,
30The maximum lag length considered, in these tests was 14.
31For this standard error, T 
- 
L973.
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the models were also estimated with r : 5 and r :7. Across lag lengths, estimates of
the structural parameters remained relatively stable, while the associated standard errors
decreased as r increased. This former result provides informal evidence that the moment
conditions being used are not weak-see Stock, Wright, and Yogo (2002)-while the latter
evidences the efficiency gains from using additional lags-see West (2002).
The Hansen J statistic of GMM3 evidences the best fit of the three models. With a
p-value of.32Vo, this J statistic also fails to reject GMM3, bolstering the claim that GARCH
models tend to best fit the volatility patterns of financial data and evidencing the appeal of
the diagonal GARCH model, at least when applied to broad-based indices of stock returns
and short-term interest rates. The J statistics of GMM1 and GMM2, on the other hand,
soundly reject the respective models.
The failure to reject GMM3 suggests that omitted variable bias is not a problem plaguing
the model's parameter estimates. Consistent estimation of equations (1.2a) and (1.25)
depends upon the correct parameterization of I/6. Suppose relevant factors (either observed
or latent) are omitted from (1.24) and (1.25). Then e1 can be thought of as a vector of
composite errors that includes these omitted factors. In this case, the parameterization of
H1 given by Assumptions 2b and 3b will likely prove inadequate for describing the volatility
patterns of et.32 The model being used to estimate (1.24) and (1.25) should, therefore, be
32By construction, I/1 imposes cross restrictions on the conditional variance and covari-
ance equations. These restrictions are severe if e1 is a vector of composite errors. For
example, consider the case where a single, common factor is omitted from equations (1.24)
and (1.25)-Rigobon and Sack (2003, 2004) address this issue. Suppose the volatility of that
factor displays GARCH. Then the model of Assumptions 2b and 3b does not describe the
volatility patterns of €r. Even in the extreme case where the omitted factor is conditionally
homoskedastic, Assumptions 2b and 3b remain inconsistent-see Proposition 2.1 of Iglesias
and Phillips (2006) for a formal treatment of this result.
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rejected.
All three models evidence strong cross contamination in the mean equations, given the
highly significant estimates of 71 and 'yz. In the literature, estimates of 71 imply that a 5To
rise in the S&P 500 index increases the 3-month Tleasury Bill yield by between 10.5 and
13.6 basis points.33 From GMM1, GMM2, and GMM3, the estimates of 71 imply a rise of
between 11.3 and 11.5 basis points. For the sensitivity of stock prices to monetary policy
actions, estimates from the literature for 72 imply that a 25 basis point tightening results in
between a7.45% and 1.80% drop in the S&P 500 index.3a The estimates of GMM1, GMM2,
and GMM3 imply between a 7.5370 and 7.65% decline. As a general result, therefore, the
mean equation estimates from GMM1, GMM2, and GMM3 compare quite favorably to
those found by other researchers. In addition, these estimates do not tend to vary widely
for different parameterizations of I!.
All three models also evidence strong ARCH and, in the case of GMM3, GARCH effects
in the conditional variances. Models GMM1 and GMM2 also provide evidence of cross
contamination. For example, in the case of GMM1, significant estimates of a11,1 and a12,s
suggest that el,r-, not only influences h11,6, but also h22,1. Evidence of. e|,r-, contaminating
h11,1 is provided by 6zt,z. In the case of GMM2, strong evidence of el,r-, contaminating
hzz,t is also found through 612,a. Continuing the parallel to GMM1, evidence of e/.r-,
contaminating hrr,t is provided by dzt,s.
Finally, all three models support a time-varying conditional covariance between e1,1
33S"u Rigobon and Sack (2003).
3aThese estimates result from either the heteroskedasticity-based
and Sack (2004) or the event study approach. For both a review and
procedures, see Rigobon and Sack (2004). For examples where the
Thorbecke (1997) and Bernanke and Kuttner (2003), among others.
approach of Rigobon
contrast of these two
latter is applied, see
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and e2,1. A comparison of GMM1 and GMM2 notes that hp,1 is bettered modeled as a
function of e11-f2,1-1 than as a function of el,r-, and e|,r-1, since the Hansen J statistic
of GMM2 is 113.74 with 83 degrees of freedom, versus 220.48 with 82 degrees of freedom
for GMMI. The model of GMM3 reveals a significant estimate for a22,2, the free parameter
for the ARCH efrect in hpp Since the GARCH specification of GMM3 is not rejected
by Hansen's J statistic, the significance of d22,2 evidences a time-varying covariance and,
hence, an identification method that allows for such a dynamic. In the context of measuring
the response of monetary policy to changes in the stock market, identifi,cation methods
relying upon the stronger assumption of a constant conditional covariance seem, therefore,
ill-advised.
6 Conclusion
This chapter presents new methods for identifying the structural parameters of trian-
gular systems, simultaneous systems, and structural vector autoregressions. Identification
is the product of ARCH or GARCH errors. In the context of GARCH, this chapter offers
conditions under which the parameters governing such a process are consistently estimated
using GMM. Monte Carlo evidence together with an empirical application support the
proposed estimators. As is the case elsewhere in the literature, identification is based on
restricting the covariance process. This chapter generalizes these restrictions to allorv for a
trme-varyrng covarrance.
Apparent from the discussion of section 3, there are a large number of potential moments
available for estimation. While efficiency involves more moments, the use of additional
moments can degrade the finite sample properties of GMM estimators, as shown by Newey
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land Smith (2001). Future research should identify a means for selecting how many moments
to use in estimation. The work of Donald, Imbens, and Newey (2002) provides a good
starting point.
The testing of a conditional CAPM (Example 1 in section 1.2) provides two additional
avenues for future research. First, the ARCH or GARCH parameters in this example are
not of direct interest. An identification procedure that treats these parameters as nuisance
parameters and economizes on the number of nuisance parameters that need to be estimated
in order to identify the triangular system would be valuable. Second, suppose the problem
of an unobserved true market return can be loosely cast as measurement error.35 Then,
perhaps, ARCH or GARCH assumptions like the ones made in this chapter would enable
a direct test of the CAPM, one that does not require a prior belief about the correlation
between the true market return and an observable proxy.
35The term 
'f loosely" is
between the true market
conditionally independent
applied because the random variable describing the deviations
return and an observable proxy would not be assumed to be
of the true market return itself.
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App.ndix A: Proofs
For Propositions 7-4 and Corollary 1, let
:,,1'l
and
f-
1 
-2jrc t?o
-jzo (1 + :yrc^Yzil -lto
l7o -2^Yzo 1
Note that the reduced form inno'"ations to either the triangular or fully simultaneous system
can be expressed as
Ri,t:yft 
- 
xlE lxrxl)-L Elxty,r), (1 26)
f .,fo,i:1,2. For the triangular system, Rz,t:e2,1. Let &: I Or,, Rz,, I.Flom (1.26),
Rt : fet. (r.27)
Also, Iet r1 
- [ R?,, RL,tR2,t R3,, t'
Proposition 1: Assumptions 1 and 2a identify the reduced form of equation (1.15) and the
structural-form of equation (1.16). Given Assumptions 2a and 3a, apply the uech(.)
operator to equation (1.17) to find that
ht : do + Atet-l +''' + An"r-n * e121,
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(1.28)
where Co : uech(C'oCi,
Ao:
o?t,no 2an,ilo &2L,iLo
0 aLI,iI1az2,iI1
o2r2,i1o 2atz,;Joa22,i1o
o\t,no + 
"7r,i2o
a2I,iI0a22,iI0 * aZl,i20a22,i20
o\z,no * oTr,ozo * o\z,Bo * o\z,tno
for i, : I,...,e, dr has dimension (, . 
^f!) , and z1: uech(Z1Z!). Solving for the
reduced form of (1.28), using the result of the uech (.) operator applied to R1.R{, yields
ltr,t 
- 
d, + At,rrt-l +'''+ An,rrt-q + dt,rzt, (1.2e)
where hr,t: uech(Hn,r) and.E lnal &-r] : Hn,r, d,:i-tdo, A,,:i-'Atl,
for i: I,...,e, and. d\,:f-rdy Given Assumption 4a and (1.29), the autocovari-
ances for rr are related as
coa (rt-t,,
cou (rr-2,
:
coa (rr-n,
co'u (rr,
rt)
rt)
rt)
rt)
-Q
7,,,
7n,,
=.^/-1 |L-
- 
LrT
(1.30)
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where
Q-
con (rt-(q-r) , ,t) cou (rt-(q-2), ,t)
cou (rt, rt-r) cou (21, rt-z)
The reduced form
Partition Q such that Q 
-
I)ar (rt)
cou (rt-t, ,t)
cou (rt, rt-. (q-t)) cou (rr-t ,
cou (rr, rt- (q-z)) cou (rr-z ,
uar (rr) cou (rt-q, zt)
co'u (rt, ry-q) uar (21)
are identifi.ed if and only it Q is nonsingular.
. where
ua,r (rr)
col) (rt-t, ,t)
cou (rt, rt-t)
uar (rr)
,f)
,t)
rs of (1.30)
lo,, a,,)tl
la'," P",)
paramete
Q,, :
and P""
cou (rr-(q-l), ,t) cou (rt-(q-z), ,t)
cou (rr, 
"r-r)] )cou (rt, rt-2)
cou (rr, rt-t)
uar (rt)
cou (rt, rt-.(q-t))
cou (rr, rt-(q-z))
uar (rt)
P..
f-t o
0
f-r
0
0
00
0
0
0
0 f-t
whichisnonsingularifandonlyifP""isnonsingular, Alsogiven(1.27), (P"r-Q'r"Q;,tQ,r)
is nonsingular if and only if (P"" 
- 
P!"P;LP".) is nonsingular. As a result, Q is non-
00p-t
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singular given Assumption
identified.
5a. The reduced form parameters of (1.30) are, therefore,
Let air,r be the element in the jth row and ,kth column of Ay,,. The elements &2r,r
and a31,, are given by
arL,r : lYtoo?zJso
and
agL,r: aTz,fio,
Given Assumption 3a, ?ro is identified &s 710 : ff*. fn" matrices A,; and.d1 are iden-
tified by Ao:f Ao,,f-land. dr:fdr,,. The individual elements of Aa are identified
by Assumption 3a.36 The individual elements of. e1 areidentified in an analogous fash-
ion. The matrix de is identified by do : ( , 
- i a) E [e1]. Final ly, gnand B26 are\l:t/
identified by gn: EIXTX'tl-'UI*r(Yt,, 
-Yz,t"yn)|and. B2s: ElXtXll-L n1XrY2,rl.
Proposition 2: Assumptions 1 and 2b identify the reduced form of equation (1.15)
the structural form of equation (1.16). Given Assumptions 2b and 3b, applying
uech(.) to equation (1.18) yields
ht:do+Aret-l + Erhr-r,
and
the
(1 31)
tuEngle and Kroner (1995) prove this result.
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where Co : uech,(C6Ci,
Ar
and
The reduced form of (1.31) it
o?t,zo o
0 aII,20a22,20
00 oZz,ro * o\z,zo
B1
b'rr,ro o o
0 brtJobzz,to 0
o o b\r,ro
hr,t 
- 
e, + At,rrt-l + Er,rhr,t-L,
0
0
(1.32)
where h,,t 
- 
uech (H n,) and E lUtO" I
and Er.r: i(- 
'Erf . Given Assumption
1 
- - - - - - -sr-tl : HR,t, e, 
- 
ii-'do, Ar,, 
- 
f-tArf 
," ^)
4b, recursive substitution into (1.32) reveals
h,,t: (l- Etr)
oo
e, +Y.Ett;t Ar,rrt-j t
j:I
(1.33)
T1where I is the identitv matrix.
E 1.,,, I Sr-r] - Q. As a result,
Equation (1.32) implies that
cou (rt, rt-k) 
- 
co'u (hr,t, rt-n) 
,
for k : 1, . . . ,6. Substituting (1.33) into (1.34) and simplifying for k :
(1.34)
I,2 shows
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that
Since co'u (rt,
sumption 5b.
Consider the
rt-L) 
-
Let 6,i,j,,
following
cou (rr, rt-z) 
- 
(1r,, * Er,,) ,o, (rr, rt-r)
d11," : ("?r,zo * b2tr,ro) 
,
512,, 
- 
2jn [("t 1,20&22,20 I btt,t0bzz,Lo) - (o'rr,20 * b?r,to)]
522,, : (an,2oa22,2o * bn,lobzz,to) .
UnderAssumption6b,7toisidentified&S7t0:ffi.Asa
are identified by grc 
- 
E lxrxll-r E lXt (Ytft - Yz,t^tto)] and gzo :
e1 is identified by €L,t : Yr,t-XlPto-Yz,t1yto and e2,t : Y2,t-Xlgzo.
is identified by (et+ Bt) 
- 
co't) ("r, et-2) cou ("r, et-L)-l O0 is
/ /= \\(/ - (A' * Bt)) El"'l'
Given Assumptions 2, 3b, and 4b,
E lu'r,retp-rf 
- 
a2Lr,20E [.?,r-r] + b?r,10 E lhtL,t-L€r,t-r] + E l-r,ret,t-t],
where tu1,1 is the element in the first row of w1, the vector of implied innovations
to e1. From.E[er,t l,St-r] :0 and El.r,,lSr-r] :0 follows Elh11y1e1,t-r] :6
and .El-\trt;-rl: 0, respectively. As a result, Ele2r,reyl-1] : alr,ronlel']. A
f -r cou ("r, et-r) (f -t)', (er,, * Err) is identified by As-
be the element in the ith row and jthcolumn of (A* * Etr).
elements of (A* * Er,) :
result, prc and 0zo
E lx$il-' E lXrYz,tf .
The matrix (er+ Et)
identified by eo:
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parallel argument grants that .E lr|,rrzp-t] : (o\z,ro + oZz,zi E lr|,*]. Assumption
7 then identifies alr,26 and ("3r,ro+"3r,ro).Assumption 3b identifies the individual
elements of ,l'1 and .6r in the following manner. Given that alr,2s is identified and
art,zo ) 0, @t20 is identified. Given identification of 411,26 and b11,16 ) 0, b11,19 is
identified. Since (a!r,ro + o\z2o) is identified and b22,1s ) 0, bzz,to is identified. Since
aLL,2o, b11,16, and brr,roare identified, arr,rois identified. Finally, sincea22,2sandb22,rs
are identified and a22,o ) 0, a22,ro is identified.
Proposition 3: Assumptions I,2a, and 6c identify the reduced forms of equations (1.22)
and (1,23), where the additional restriction that 1 l llrclzol ensures the existence of
the reduced form residuals, .R6. The reduced form BEKK model of equation (1.29)
with
Ao:
o?t,no o o2zt,tzo
aIL,iL1aI2,iLO 0 ayL,i20a22,i20
o?z,no * o?z,nso 0 o\z,no * o\z,o+o
for i:I,...,e, follows from the proof of Proposition 1, as does the identification of
the reduced form parameter matrice, er, A.;,r, and, e\r. Let 6i*,, be the element in
the jth row and. ,kth column of 4t,,. Consider the following relationships between the
individual elements of 41,,:
5 r2,,
522,,
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The parameters )r
5 s2,,
and )2 are defined as follows:
. 7to/rt- 
-
(1 + :urc^tzo)'
, ^lzo
/ r'/"z (1 + lyrcl'zo)
(1 35)
ILet,\ 
- lf,
L
f'
^rl 
and Ar,, :
5rr,, d13,"
52r,, 5 2J,,
5 gr,, d33,'
Ar,, 
- 
f-'Ar,
Given Assumption 6c, ) is identified by
Matrix algebra reveals that
512,,
522,,
6 J2,,
1 ^/2to
tlo 1
( ; ) (^'',.a,,' ) -' A',,.\_
The parameters 71s and 726, are now identified following Lewbel (2003). Note that
solving equation (1.35) for 716 grants
0- )zl?o_ ^/to*Ar
This equation has at most two roots. For each root, the corresponding value of 726 is
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given by 'yzo : ^fto\z
,\r Suppose one of these solutions is (fi, ^l;). Since
(* *t,))r
\ 
-1
*:.,zo) , ,\z:/
the other solution must be ("'fi-', fi-t). One of these solutions is (71s, "y2s). Since
Assumption 8 rules out the other solution as not belonging to G, 1rc and 726 are
identified. Identification of the remaining structural parameters follow the proof of
Proposition 1.
Proposition 4: Assumptions 7, 2a, and 6d identify the reduced forms of equations (1.22)
and (1.23).37 The reduced form BEKK model of equation (1.29) with
o?t,no + 
"?r,,i2o o
Ao: 0
o?zi+o
o\t,fio
0
o7,z,tto
arL,iLoaz2,iro
0
for i:7,...,e, follows from the proof of Proposition 1, as does the identification of
the reduced form parameter matrice" dr, An,r, and. dt,r. Let aix,r be the element in
the jth row and kth column of At,.Consid.er the following relationships between the
individual elements of 41,,:
aLz,r
a2L,, 
- 
,\1 aJL,, * )z QrL,r 
- 
),2 (ott JL0a22,110) ,
more complete discussion of this result.
t- t-
DO
37see the proof of Proposition 3 for a
a2\,r 
- 
^ 
LaJJ,r * )z arl,r 
- 
,\r (ott 
,Lr0a22,110) ,
aJ2,r
Given Assumption 6d and the definition of ) in (1.35), )r is identified as
)r aL2,r * 2aZJ,,
2 (ogs,, 
- 
a11,") '
and )2 is identified as
\z: a32,, * 2a21,,
2 (ott,r 
- 
an,r)
Identification of 7rs and 726 follow from the proof of Proposition 3. The remaining
structural parameters are identified following the proof of Proposition 1.
Corollary L: Assumptions 1, 2b, and 6e identify the reduced forms of equations (1.22)
and (1.23).38 The reduced form BEKK model and its associated parameter matrices
are identified in the proof of Proposition 2. Let 6ii,, be the element in the ith row
and jth column of (Ar, + Fr,) . Consider the following elements o{ Ar, + Fr,) ,\ -' -'/ " \ -'/
5 12,,
52t,, 
- 
,\1d3t,r * ,\2dl1,,
52g,, 
- 
)1d33,, * \2d13,,
- 
),2 (ott 
,200,22,20 + b11, tobzz,lo) ,
- 
,\r (ott,2oa2z,2o + bttJobzz,,ro) 
,
38ibid.
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5s2,, 2 (^rdsr 
,, * \zdss,r) + 2\z (ott ,20a22,20 * btt,tlbzz,ro) .
Given Assumption 6e and the definition of ) in (1.35), lr is identified as
6L2,, * 252s,,
2 (52s,, 
- 
dl1,') '
and ,\2 is identified as
6J2,, * 2521,,
2 (ltr,r 
- 
dss,") '
The parameters 716 and 726 are identified from the proof of Proposition 3. The
remaining structural parameters are identified following the proof of Proposition 2.
Corollary 2: By equations (1.15) and (1.16) or (1.22) and (1.23), Ut: Xt&et By equation
(1.17), U2: wt,U2+*:w1 @€1-6for m:L,...Q, and U31q :wt8z1. ElUl:Q
is equivalent to E[X18e1] :0, E[wl:0, El*t&"r-*]:0, for nt:1,...g, and
E IWt g ztl :0. Applying the uech(') operator to equation (1.17) grants
€t : do + Dzt *'tt)t,
where 
"r--ldr-, ",r-o ,;]' ^nar:lU, Ao d, ]. s,""" Elrrlst-rl :
0 bv construction.
El*rl 
- 
o
and
E l.t sz't) - o.
l- l-,o(
These moments can be combined and simplified to yield
E l"t e z'rl - E ["r] e E lzt)' - D (n l"' e z'tl - E lztl e n [zt]')
Straightforward matrix algebra reveals that
E l"t sz'rl - E lztl a E lztl' -
where P"", P.", and P"" are defined in Assumption 5a. Following from Proposition 1
whenT2s:0,the orrlyrh e Vthatsatisfies EIU (rh,Yt,St-)l:0isty':Ty'o. Following
from either Proposition 3 or 4, the only ',h eV that satisfies EIU (rl.,,Yt,Sr-r)] :0 is
V :9)o.
Corollary 3: By equations (1.22) and (1.23), Ur: Xt&et The vector functions V1,V2,V3,
Vt, Vs and Vo result from equation (1.31). E [Vl :0 is equivalent to E [Xt O et1 : 3,
Elell: oel co't)(et, et-z): (At*;t) cou(e1, et-t), Elr',.rrr,r-r]: alr,2ofe!,r],
and E lu|,rrz,t-rl : (o7",, + 
"'rr,r) E lul,rl. Following from Proposition 2 when 726 :
0, the only $ e !trr that satisfies EIV(rb,Y,St-)l:0 is ,lt: rbo. Following from
Corollary 1, the only ,b eV that satisfies EIV (rb,\,&-r)] :0is$:90.
t-t
l'"" '""1 ,
l':, P,,)
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Appendix B: Monte Carlo Design
The Tliangular System
The data used to obtain sensible parameter values is monthly and covers the period
January, 1982 to December; 2001. The parameter 7r, the beta proxy for GE, is 0.93, as
measured by Bloomberg Financial Services. In the case of Proposition 1, B1 and B2 are
estimated (conditional on 7r) using OLS. Values for A11" (conditional 'yb PL and B2) arc
also estimated with OLS.
In the case of Proposition 2, since Assumptions 2b and 3b define conditional variance
and covariance equations that can be separately estimated, values for B1 together with the
ARCH and GARCH terms of €rJ.are found with ML (conditional on ?r), as arc p2 and
the ARCH and GARCH terms of e2,1. The ARCH term for hy21-see equation (1.20)-is
determined from the first-order autocorrelation of eLJe2.t.
The Simultaneous System
For a description of the data used to obtain sensible parameter values, see section 5.
The parameters 71 and 12 are 2.10 and 
-0.072, respectively-see Rigobon and Sack (2003,
2004). Conditional on these values, Ay" and .B11 are determined using the same procedures
outlined for Propositions 1 and 2.
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Notes for Tables 1-5: All Monte Carlo studies were conducted across 1000
trials. The BEKK models considered in these studies set q : 1 in all cases and
r : 3 for Propostions 1 and 2, r : 1 for Propositions 3 and 4, and r : 2 for
Corollary 1(see section 3). Let aii,1, and b4i,1, refer to the element in the ith
row and jth column of the matrix A11" and .B17., respectively. TRUE refers to
the true parameter value, MEAN the average of the parameter estimates across
the 1000 trials, SD their standard deviation, LQ the lower quartile (bottom 25
percent), MED the median, and UQ the upper quartile (the top 25 percent).
RMSE, MAE, and MDAE are the root mean squared error, the mean absolute
error, and the median absolute error of the estimates, respectively. For Tables
1 and 2, the number ofobservations 7:200. For Tables 3, 4, and 5, ?: 1000.
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Table
TRUE MEAN SD LQ MBD UQ RMSE MAB MDAE
9n
9n
-0,26 -0.259 0.109 -0.325 -0.259 -0.197 0.109 0.082 0.064
0.56 0.555 0. 191 0.446 0.560 0.670 0. 191 0,r44 0.112
0.93 0.936 0.149 0.840 0.940 1.023 0.149 0.114 0.091
-0.46 -0.458 0.078 -0.505 -0.461 -0,4r7 0.078 0.058 0,044
0.83 0.82 5 0.133 0.753 0.829 0.906 0.133 0.099 0.076
arr,L 0.51 0.432 0.099 0.367 0.439 0,497 0. 126 0.099 0.082
AzL,L 0.19 0.188 0. 175 0.088 0.r92 0,294 0. 175 0. 134 0. 103
&22,L -0.35 -0.326 0. 182 -0.450 -0.346 -0.208 0. 184 0.143 0.119
42L,2 0.25 0. 188 0.168 0.050 0. 184 0.296 0. 179 0,L45 0.r27
An q: 0.03 0.048 0.320 -0. 196 0.092 0. 290 0.320 0,266 0.246
4L2,3 0.44 0.409 0.136 0.334 0.405 0.488 0.139 0. 106 0.085
o.22,3 -0.20 -0. 166 0.204 -0 .2 93 -0.r7 4 -0.045 0.207 0.157 O,T2I
&22,4 0.19 0.081 0 .201 -0.010 0.011 0, 136 0,228 0. 199 0. 187
Table 2
TRUE MEAN SD tQ MED UQ RMSE MAE MDAE
0n
0n
'Yt
0zt
0zz
o,22,L
Q,LT,2
o22,2
btt,t
b2z,t
-0. 16
0.49
0.93
-0.32
0.72
0.22
0.27
0,22
0.92
0.94
-0.161
0.490
0.931
-0,327
0.72r
0.191
0,275
0.200
0.882
0.92 1
0.239
0.29r
0.261
0.922
0,944
0.042
0.067
0.020
0.037
0.057
0.095
0.103
0. 176
0.116
0.082
0.042
0.067 0.481 0.490 0.498
0.020 0.928 0.931 0.935
0.037 -0.325 -0.320 -0.316
0.057 0.7L2 0.720 0.727
0.020 0.005
0.033 0.008
0.010 0.003
0.017 0.004
0.028 0.008
0.066 0.043
0.062 0.025
0.083 0.043
0.047 0.013
0 .028 0.006
0.091 0.140 0.209
0.103 0.242 0.269
0.175 0.176 0.216
0.109 0.886 0.915
0.080 0.928 0.939
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Table 3
TRUE MEAN SD LQ MED UQ RMSE MAE MDAE
^ft
^[z
ATL,L
AI2,T
42L,2
Q,22,2
4L2,3
422,4
2.I0
-0.07
0. 28
0.26
1.91
0.12
0.12
0.43
r ,94 0.635 L,67
-0 .05 2 0 .069 -0 .089
0 .270 0 . 138 0. 171
0 .240 0. 101 0. 184
1 .891 0.469 1 .588
0.068 0.152 -0.012
0.062 0.105 -0.002
0.351 0.160 0.275
2.0r 2,26
-0.049 -0.007
0.252 0.355
0 .252 0.305
1 .889 2,17L
0,073 0. 146
0.030 0.135
0.369 0.446
0.449 0.293
0.054 0.043
0.1 11 0.096
0.076 0.057
0.361 0,295
0. 120 0.092
0.100 0.109
0.L27 0.084
0.655
0.072
0. 138
0.103
0.469
0. 160
0. 120
0. 178
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Table 4
TRUE MEAN SD LQ MED UQ RMSE MAE MDAE
^Yt
^lz
o,LL,I
&22,r
AIT,2
42r,3
o,L2,4
2,t0
-0.07
0.2r
0.44
0.18
1.91
0.24
2 .02 0 .397 1 .84
-0.055 0.054 -0.086
0 .r44 0 203 0.017
0.405 0.089 0.354
0.088 0. 143 -0.002
1.802 0.336 1.605
0 .220 0.040 0. 195
2.05 2,23
-0.058 -0.026
0 .17 0.300
0.405 0.457
0.017 0.206
L .79 1 .990
0.219 0.24
0.285 0.201
0.041 0.031
0. 166 0 .r29
0.073 0.060
0.149 0.168
0 ,267 0.2 13
0.035 0.028
0.405
0.056
0.2r4
0.096
0. 170
0.353
0.045
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Table 5
TRUE MEAN SD LQ MED UQ RMSE MAE MDAE
^Yt
^lz
422,r
ALL,2
o.22,2
btt,t
bzz,t
2,L0
-0.07
0.20
0.37
0,27
0.80
0.91
0. 179
0.371
0. 194
0.752
0.894
0.265
0.398
0,327
0.809
0.926
0.932
0.046
0.307
0.097
0.570
0.131
0.21 1
2.05 0.931 1.93 2,t0 2.27 0,462 0.166
0.025 0.009
0.r4r 0.092
0.061 0,027
0.177 0.068
0.071 0.028
0 .07 4 0.022
0.306 0.085 0.187
0.097 0.345 0.370
0 .565 0. 180 0 ,266
0 .L22 0.735 0 .793
0.2rr 0.878 0.910
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Notes to Table 6: Constant terms are included in the mean equations and the
conditional covariance matrix. Their results are not shown. Both GMM1 and
GMM2 are estimated under Corollarv 2. GMM3 is estimated under Corollary
3. The assumptions of Proposition 3 define the model of GMM1. The assump-
tions of Proposition 4 define GMM2, and the assumptions of Corollary 1 define
GMM3. In addition to the coefficient estimates and standard errors, Hansen's
(1982) specification test chi square statistic is reported, along with its degrees
of freedom and p-value.
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Table 6
GMM 1 GMM 2 GMM 3
Point Std. Error Point Std. Error Point Std. Error
-y t 2.29
'y z -0.066
aIt,f 0 .2 8
aI2,I 0.20
422,r
all,2
a2t,2 2.28
e,22,2 -o.o1
aL2,J 0. 18
42r,3
4r2,4
a,22,4 0.48
bt t,1
h2,t
0.09
0.002
0.023
0.023
0,22
0.04
0.018
0.09
2 .30
-0.063
0.L4
0,47
0,29
2,02
0. 19
0.10
0.002
0,024
0.062
0.026
0,26
0.009
2,25 0.r4
-0.061 0.003
0,23 0.09
0.48 0.10
0,52 0.13
0.80 0.06
0.78 0.07
%2
d.f.
p-value
220.48
82
0.00
TL3,74
83
0.01
81.31
76
0 .32
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Chapter 2
Endogeneity and the CAPM:
Revisiting the Problems with
Market Proxies
Introduction
This chapter presents a new method for identifying the effect of an endogenous regressor
in linear models of time series data. The method is applicable in cases where proper
instruments are not available. Identification is the product of generalized autoregressive
conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) in the model's error terms. Owing to the GARCH
structure, potential applications for this method are found in the asset pricing literature.
This chapter focuses on testing the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) of Sharpe (1964)
and Lintner (1965), in light of Roll's (1977) seminal critique. Ordinary least squares (OLS)
is shown to be inconsistent in such a test.
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The proposed identification method is implemented using either OLS and standard um-
variate GARCH and autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models or generalized method
of moments (GMM). A Monte Carlo study of the GMM estimator is provided. An empirical
study considers the premise that observable proxies of the true market return are endoge.
nous regressors. Supporting evidence is provided. This chapter's methodology is then used
to test a conditional version of the CAPM in the spirit of Shanken (1987) and Kandel and
Stambaugh (1987). The result is that the CAPM is rejected if the correlation between
innovations to an equal weighted NYSE-AMEX proxy and the true market return exceeds
0.64. The maximum correlation drops to 0.49 if a value weighted procy is used, instead.
I l'. I l'Let Y1 : ly , yo rl be a vector of endogenous variables, €t : le, , er,l a vector ofL -'- -'-J L -'" -'," J
unobservable shocks, and Xt a vector of predetermined covariates that can include lags of
the endogenous variables. Define ,St-r to be the sigma field generated by X1 and its past
values, as well as past values of e1.1 Consider the following modei:
Yr,t 
- 
X;0r * Yz,tj * er,t,
Y2,t-X;02*€2,t.
(2.1)
(2.2)
Assume that E [et I St-r] :0. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) defi.ne a triangular system. The
moments ElX62,l:0 identify equation (2.2). The moments ElX1e1,l:0 do not, by
themselves, identify equation (2.1). If, in addition to these moments, Ble1g2,1 I ,Sr-r] :0,
iThe vector X1 car- be assumed to also contain weakly exogenous elements (see Engle,
Hendry, and Richard (1983) for a definition of weak exogeneity). Such an assumption
requires ,St-r to be redefined so as not to include these elements. Furthermore, any weakly
exogenous elements of X1 must be uncorrelated with e1.
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then equation (2.1) is identified and can be estimated using OLS. Alternatively, if some
element of the vector Bliszero, then equation (2.1) is identified using instrumental variables
(ry.
This chapter considers identifying equation (2.1) by restricting the conditional second
moments of e1. Assume E[e1e!, lSr-r] -.I1, where I/t is parameterized according to the
diagonal BEKK model of Engle and Kroner (1995). In this context, the zero restrictions
f! imposes on the conditional second moments of e1 grant identification. The case where
E 1e1,1e2,7 I &-r] : 0 is an extreme example of these types of restrictions. A more general
parameterization of Ht that allows E [e1621 | St-r] to be time-varying is considered here.
Identification by this chapter's methodology requires E [e1e!t | &-r] - Ht. This key
assumption is testable. Consider estimating equations (2.7), (2.2), and I/t with GMM.
The J statistic from this estimation affords a joint test of whether E let I St-l : 0 and
E [e1e!, I Sr-r] - Ht. The x2 difference test of Newey and West (1987) applied to the
moments defining f/t tests the fit of IIl alone. A rejection from either test speaks directly
against the assumptions identifying equation (2.1).
This chapter is organized into six sections. Section 1.1 shows how the triangular system
relates to single factor models of security returns like the CAPM, while section 1.2 provides
an overview of the identification method and how this method extends the current literature.
Section 2 discusses the necessary conditions for identification. Section 3 describes two
possible estimation techniques. Section 4 conducts a Monte Carlo study of the identification
method using GMM. Section 5.1 develops a test of the CAPM that recognizes the possible
endogeneity of market proxies, while section 5.2 provides empirical evidence supporting this
endogeneity. Section 5.3 presents the results of the CAPM test, and section 6 concludes.
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1.1 Single Factor Models
This section details how the triangular system relates to a test of the CAPM. Assume
there exists an observable risk free rate. Le\ Y1,1 : the excess return on an arbitrarily
chosen security. Finallg let Y21: an observable proxy of the true excess market return,
and define X1 as a vector of instruments that forecast security returns. Consider the model
IYr,t-Xtd+€2,t7*€!,t, (2.3)
where e2,1 is the shock to equation (2.4.2 Continue to assume that E [., I Sr-r] : 0. Equa-
tion (2.3) has two salient features. First, it decomposes security returns into predictable
and unpredictable components. Second, it prices the first security return relative to a single
factor, the unpredictable component of the excess market return proxy. This latter feature
relates equation (2.3) to a conditional version of the familiar CAPM. Substituting equation
(2.2) into (2.3) and simplifying yields equation (2.1), with fu:5 - /zj.
If the CAPM holds, the true market return is mean variance efficient (MVE). Any proxy
of the true market return, however, may or may not be MVE. Suppose the given proxy is
not MVE. In this case, shocks affecting the proxy could be correlated with shocks affecting
other security returns through, for example, unanticipated changes to either international
liquidity or investor preferences for nontraded assets. This correlation renders the proxy an
endogenous regressor and OLS unsuitable for estimating 7. Furthermore, IV is complicated
by the difficulty of finding an instrument correlated with the proxy but not the security.
Suppose that Elelelrl S1-l: f/t, where I/r is parameterized by the diagonal BEKK
2Ferson (1990) consider models of this form.
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model. The BEKK model is a vector generalization of a multivariate GARCH process
and merely allows the conditional covariance matrix to display ARMA properties. While
these properties do not arise from any economic theory, they do offer a rrparsimonious
appro:cimation to the form of heteroskedasticity typically encountered with economic [and
financial] time-series data" (Bollerslev, Engle, and Wooldridge (1988), p. 119). Bollerslev,
Engle, and Wooldridge (1988), in their study of a CAPM with time-varying covariances,
find the conditional covariance matrix of asset returns to be strongly autoregressive. They
further note that any rrcorrecly specified intertemporal asset pricing model ought to take this
observed heteroskedastic nature of asset returns into accountrr (p. 123). Ferson (1985) and
Ferson, Kandel, and Stambaugh (1987) make similar assertions. This chapter expands these
authors' argument by demonstrating how the GARCH structure is integral in identifying
single factor models, when the factor is latent. Regarding the CAPM, consistent estimation
of a security's sensitivity to the given market proxy requires the GARCH structure.
Of course, deriving a means for consistently estimating a given security's 'market beta
proxy'-referred to hereafter as 7-does nothing to avoid Roll's (1977) statement that rrthe
[CAPM] theory is not testable unless the exact composition of the true market portfolio is
known and used in the tests.rr Fortunately, as demonstrated by Shanken (1987), estimates
of 7 still play a role in testing the CAPM conditional on a prior belief about the correlation
between the true market return and a given proxy. The empirical application in this chapter
is dedicated to performing such a test. Kandel and Stambaugh (1987) discuss a similar
testing strategy. Their results serve as an additional means of comparison.
B1
L.2 Overvrew
This chapter demonstrates that equation (2.I)
where the term id means identicallv distributed.
parameterized as
is identified if e I Sr-1 - id (0, Ht) ,
The conditional covariance matrix is
(2.4)
, and
Ht : C'oCo A'tt rr-tr|-tAU, B'rtrHt-rB rk.
2
+D
k:I
2
+D
k-r
. Let
k and
ictly positive diagonal elements
jth column of the matrices A1
lor,,,, oln fo olI l,Bn:l I
L o ozz,2) [o uzzr)
triangular
in the ith
[o o]tl
[o ozz'L)
The (2 x 2) matrix Co is lower
aij,k and b4,n be the elements
Bu* respectively, so that An
and
with str
row and
,An
tr;r,t : (rl + ,|) + ("?r,z) ,?,t_L + (u?r,z) trn,r-r,
hrz,t : (rztr) * (otr 
,2a22,2) ut,t-r€2,t-r * (bn,zbzz,z) hn,t-t,
r'llb',., o I
Brz: | ' | . fft" matrices A17, and .B17, illustrate why equation (2,4) is an exampletl
L o azz'zl
of a diagonal BEKK model. Only the diagonal elements of these matrices are nonzero.
Il"' o I
Let Cs: | 
' 
l. ft"* equation (2.4), the expressions for the conditional variancelcz ca I
of e1p, the coniitionaicovariance of e1,1 and e2,1, and the conditional variance of e2,1 are
(2.5)
(2.6)
h22,t : (ril + @7r,1 * o\z,z) ,7,r-1 * (b7r,1 * b\r,r) hrr,r-r, (2.7)
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respectively. Equations (2.5)-(2.7) illustrate the restrictions a diagonal BEKK model im-
poses on fI1. Focusing the attention on equations (2.6) and (2.7), the conditional covariance
(h12,1) does not depend on any of the predetermined covariates from either h11,s ot h22,1.
Similarly, the conditional variance of ez,t does not depend on the predetermined covariates
from h11,1 or hn,t. These zero restrictions (imposed on h12,1 and h221) are what identify
7 in equation (2.1) of the triangular system. As a result, identification can be seen as the
transfer of zerorestrictions away from the first and onto the second moments.
Identification of 7 only involves two nuisance parameters from the ARCH and GARCH
effects of H;
dn =- aIL,2Q22,2 * br t,2b22,2,
dzz:a?22,1 * o\z,z+b72,1 +b\r,r.
In contrast, identification routines from the current literature that are based on the GARCH
structure require the full identification of that structure.3 In Prono (2006), identification of
7 also requires b22,t:0 and both €1,1 and e21 to have nonzero third moments (skewness).
This chapter's identification result allows for a more general diagonal BEKK model than
in Prono (2006), economizes on the number of parameters that need to be estimated from
that model, and is free of third moment restrictions.
The role second moment restrictions play in the identification of the conditional mean
has a long and established history. See Philip Wright (1928) and Sewall Wright (1929) as
early explorations into this area. Prono (2006) provides a comprehensive review of second
3Su" Engle and Kroner (1995), King, Sentana and
Rigobon (2002), and Sentana and Fiorentini (2001) for
Wadhwani (1994), Prono (2006),
examples.
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moment-based identification of triangular and fully simultaneous systems. Related, specif-
ically, to the triangular system, King, Sentana, and Wadhwani (1994) and Lewbel (2004)
discuss identification methods that require E[e162,11St-l: 
".4 Given equation (2.6),
this chapter's methodology generalizes these works by allowing the conditional covariance
to be time-varying.
2 Identification
Consider the triangular system
YL,t 
- 
X;0n * Yz,t^le * €L,t,
Y2,t-X;gzo*ez,t.
(2.8)
and
(2.e)
Throughout the ensuing discussion of identification, Let B16 refer to the true value of B1
and similarly for all other parameter values. Equation (2.9) is identified by OLS. If e1,1
ande2,1 are uncorrelated, then equations (2.8) is also identified by OLS. If, instead, at least
one element of prc is zero, then equation (2.8) is identified by IV. This section provides
identification conditions that require neither uncorrelated errors nor zero restrictions on
aPro.
Assurnption Lz E [XrX'l and E IXIY{ are finite and identified from the data. E [XtXl]
aKing et al. (1994) consider identifying a dynamic version of the arbitrage pricing theory
(APT) proposed by Ross (1976). Their work is a generalization of the single factor model
discussed in section 1.1.
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is nonsingular.
Assumption
Assumption
cou (ut,
€1 I Sr-r ,-' i,d (0, H), where
A'rpet-Ir|-tAtn * B'tnHptBtn.
1, for i: I,2.
bq,no be the elements in the
The first-order autocovariance matrix
Assurnption 2z Let €t : | €L,t €2,t ]
(2.10)
2
Dk-L
2
Dk-LHt 
: C'oCo +
respectively. Define An 
-
, and Btz- [.o"''o 
o 
]
L o bzz'zo )
) rso (3) a22,!0, (4) &LL,2o, (5)
[,,0 o
Assumption B: Define Co- | 
cto 0 
I Let aii,kaand
L c2o c3o J
ith row and jth column of the matrices Au, and Bur,l- o I tarr,2o o I h |-t o Il0I l,An
lo azz,rcf L o azz,zo) lo bzz,nf
The following parameters are strictly positive: (1) c10 Q
btt,zo, (6) bzz,ro.
4: 
tr(o?.'ro + b?n'no)
5: Let €1 
- | ,?,, €L,t€2,t ,3,,r] 
'
€t-L) it nonsingular.
Assurnption 6: Let 6no : at,zoazz,zo*bt,zobzz,zo and $22s : a/2,rs+alr,ro+bfr,ro+b|r,ro.
fno * Qzzo.
Assumptions 1 and 2 identify equation (2.9) and the reduced form of equation (2.8).
Assumptions 2 and 3 describe a fully general bivariate diagonal BEKK model with no
B5
equivalent representations-see Proposition 2.3 of Engle and Kroner (1995) for a complete
discussion of BEKK model identification. This model nests the version described in Prono
(2006) as a special case. Assumption 4 defines f/t to be covariance stationary and follows
fromProposition2.T of EngleandKroner (1995). Animmediateconsequenceof Assumption
5 is that E [e1e!r) < B < oo. Under Assumption 6, the parameters affecting hn,t in equation
(2.6) cannot be the same as those affecting h22,1in equation (2.7). In other words, the
parameters governing the time-varying properties of h12,1 must be, to some extent, separate
from those governing hzz,t. Thisresult echoes the theme of King et al. (1994) and Lewbel
(2004), where identification is based on the properties ofthe conditional covariance. Finally,
given Assumptions 3 and 4, 
-21dno ( 2 and 0 < dzzo<1.
Proposition L Let Assumptions 1-6 hold for equat'ions (2.8) and (2.9). Then, the strac-
tural parameters of the triangular system together with c2s, cao, 6t20, and $22g are
i.dentified.
Proof. The proofs to all Propositions and Corollaries are given in Appendix A. I
Proposition 1 treats the structural parameters of f! as nuisance parameters and demon-
strates that identification of 76 follows from the identification of two composite functions of
these parameters, {126 and $22s. If the individual parameters affecting Ht are of interest,
then the BEKK model of Assumptions 2 and 3 cannot be used to identify the triangular
system. Instead, one of the BEKK models defined in either Proposition 7 or 2 of Prono
(2006) is required. The model in Proposition 2 is a special case of the one presented here,
with b22,16 : 0 and E lri,,r1 * 0, foyi : !,2.
B6
r
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3 Estimation
Consider estimation of the triangular system of equations (2.8) and (2.9) given Propo-
sition 1. This section details two estimation routines. The first is a three-step routine
involving simple OLS regression and standard univariate GARCH and ARMA models. The
second is full GMM. The first routine can be used to obtain starting values for the second.
For the first routine, consider
h1z,t : (czocag) + (rtrr,r) er ,t-L€2,t-1 + (ntr,+) hn,t-L
Rr,t:Yr,t 
- 
xlE Lxrxll-t a|xrvr,r1.
Using these innovations to solve for the reduced form of equation (2.11) yields
hL2,,t : ("tz) + (rttt,t) Rr,t-:,z;-t + (nn,z) ,22l-r't (qtt,t) hzz,t-t + (nn,+) h!z,,t-!,
(2.11)
and
h22,t : ("") + (rtrr,r) ,7,r- * (rtrr,r) hrr,t-L (2,12)
from the parameterization of ,F! given by Assumptions 2 and 3. In equation (2.11), \r2,r:
(on,zoozz,zo) and r1p,a : (bt,zobzz,zo). In equation (2,12), rl22,L : (o3r,to-tal2,2s) and
\22,2: (b3r,ro+b7r,ri. From the proof of Proposition 1, note that the reduced form
innovations from equation (2.8) are given by
(2.13)
(2.r4)
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where
hLz,rt- ElRt,tez,t lSr-r] ,
crz : (rroceo * lo"?o) ,
rlt2,z: ^10 (o3r,rO * o\z,zo 
- 
a1L,20a22,20) 
,
and
Equation (2.14) implies
RL,t€2,t 
- 
(rrz) + (ry L2,L
where
Ttz3 
- 
70 (b3r,1o + b\r,ro - b1t,zobzz,2o)
that
* rln,a) nt,t-L€2,t-r * f (Sr-t, d - (qrr,n) rrr,rt-r * Irrr2,rt, (2.15)
f (St-t, d- (nrr,r) ,7,r-1 * (\rr,r) hrr,r-r,
and
'l012,rt 
- 
Rt,t€2,t 
- 
hyz,rt.
From equation (2.15) , ^yo is identified by To : (T z2,t*q zz,r) - (n tr,r*rl rr,n)'
Q t2,2*\ tz,s
0 n is then identified
by gn: ElXtXll-'Elxr(Yr,t-Yz,tlo)l,and'B2sisidentifiedby 0zo: E[XtX't]-L E1xrY2,r1.
Equations (2.9) and (2.1.2) are consistently estimated by maximum likelihood (ML), in
the case where e2,1 is symmetrically distributed. In the case where e2,1 is asymmetrically
distribu.ted, a rrlocation parameteril needs to be added to the GARCH specification following
Newey and Steigerwald (1997). The reduced form innovations in equation (2.13) are afforded
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consistent treatment by OLS. Equation (2.15) is an ARMA(l,1) with weakly exogenous
elements e/,r-, and hzz1-t. This equation can also be consistently estimated with ML,
using ?!,r-1 andi22,1-1from the estimates of equations (2.9) and (2.12), respectively.
The advantage of this first estimation routine is that it can be implemented with con-
ventional time series software. The disadvantage is that convergence could be an issue since
the ARMA components of equation (2.15) are likely to be of very similar magnitudes. AIso,
standard errors are not available for equation (2.15) because of the generated regressors
problem introduced in the estimation step. If equation (2.9) and the reduced form of equa-
tion (2.8) are estimated simultaneously, then robust standard errors for equation (2.15)
can be calculated using the theory of two step estimators-see, e.g., Newey and McFadden
(iee4).
For the second routine, define
€L,t : Yr,t 
- 
X;gt 
- 
Y2,tl,
€2,t:Y2,t-Xrgz,
and Et :
of Assum
addition,
,3,,,
and
lot2 0zz 
-J,where
[ €r't€2
ptions
oe:[
t'
3,
,t
2
. Let ) be the set of structural parameters from the BEKK model
and define ,b to be the set of parameters {0t, 02, l, l}. In
otz
czcJ
1-6n'
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and
o22:9
r-Qzz
Consider the followitrg set of vector functions:
Ut (th,Yt' St-t) : Xt & et,
Uz (rlt,Yt, St-r) : Et 
- 
o-et
Us(rb,Y,St-t) : (qlrzl 
- 
on) (Er-z 
- 
oz) 
- 
6n(q,rrz; 
- 
on) (dt-t 
- 
oe) 
,
U+ (rh,Y,St-r )
The matrix operator I is the Kronecker product. Stack U1, U2,Us, andUa into one large
vector U.
Corollary 1 Define rlt and U (.lr,Yt,,St-r) os aboue. Let Assumptions 1-6 hold. Denote
the set of aII possi,ble ualues that t! mi.ght take on as V, and define tlts to be the trae
ualueof tlt. Theonlyualueof lbeV thatsatisfies EIU(rb,Y,St-)):0 is $:tbo.
E [U] :0 are moment conditions from the triangular system of equations (2.8) and (2.9)
that hold under Assumptions I-6. E lUt] : 0 relates to the conditional mean equations,
E [U2] : 0 defines the unconditional covarian,ce of €1,1 and e2i as well as the uncondi-
ll
tional variance of e2,1. Themoments U | " | : O follow from the parameterization oflunl
IIt. Corollary 1 states the identification iesult-s of Proposition 1 as a set of zero moment
conditions.
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Given Corollary 1, Hansen's (1982) GMM is a natural choice for estimating r/. Using
the GMM result,
{ 
- 
arg mintev
W_L
where fi ,t positive definite. Let
ff 01,Y, St-,,) U (rh,Y, Sr-t)'
According to the standard GMM asymptotics,
/t T \( ; Dtl (rl.,,Yt,Sr-r)\r t-r ))
/l T \/(+Du ?h,vr,st-') )\r t-r /
-A-17w-;rt t-r
W;,8 ,Y
Arb
where fi 1wu
If the moment conditions of Corollary 1 are weak, then the alternative distribution
theory of Stock and Wright (2000) is applicable. The model and moment selection criteria
(MMSC) of Andrews and Lu (1999) can be used to investigate the possibility of structural
breaks in the conditional mean equations and the conditional covariance matrix. Finally,
the GARCH specifi,cation for e21 can be evaluated using the tests developed by Lundbergh
and Terdsvirta (2002).
Sample estimates of the moment conditions from Corollary 1 provide a consistent treat-
ment of the triangular system. There are, however, efficiency gains from using higher-order
\tr'(,1,- {r) 4 w (0, (t[ , St-t0U (rl', St-t,YwAU (rh rl )'))l
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for p 
- 
3,...,Q. Appending these functions to U provides strictly more efficient estimates
of the model's structural parameters.s These additional moments also provide two tests for
the fit of hn,t and h22,1. First, a joint test of whether e1 is conditionally mean zero and
whether hn,t and hzz,t are properly specified is afforded by Hansen's J statistic. Second,r-| ,,*, I
testing whether E | | : 0 with a 12 diflerence test judges the fit of hpl a1,'d h22,1I t' It"*P)
lags of e1. Consider the set of vector functions
tlz+p(r!,Y, St-) : (e\tez,t 
- 
orz) (Er-p 
- 
") - fri' (er,tez,t - on) (ett - oz)
and
Ue+o(rlt,Y, St_) : (r2,, 
- 
ozz) (Er-, 
- 
"u) - fii' G7,, - ozz) (et-r - oz) ,
alone.
Apparent from the above discussion, there are a large number of potential moments
alailable for use in estimation. While efficiency involves more moments, the use of addi-
tional moments can degrade the finite sample properties of GMM estimators, as shown by
Newey and Smith (2001). Donald, Imbens, and Newey (2002) provide mean-squared error
(MSE) based criteria for selecting Q. Their criteria might be applicable under the following
procedure. Use the first estimation routine d.escribed in this section to obtain ip.r1 and,
^^h22p. Lags of these estimates can then be used together with lags of R1,1er., and ?1., as
sWest (2002) discusses this result in the context of AR processes with conditionally
heteroskedastic errors.
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Iinstruments in the Donald et al. (2002) approach. Optimal lag selection fot hpl follows
since the reduced form inherits the lag-order of its structural counterpart. The downside
to this procedure is that the effect of generated regressors on the asymptotics of the MSE
criteria is unclear.
4 Monte Carlo Studv
Consider the triangular system of equations (2.8) and (2.9). The vector X1 is constructed
with two elements, each drawn from a normal distribution. The first-order autocorrelation
of the two elements is 0.34 and 0.13, respectively. The correlation between elements is
0.28. The vector e1 is constructed so that e1 I Sr-r - N (0, Hr), where fI1 is parameterized
according to Assumptions 2 and 3.
Parameter values are selected according to the following scenario: Y1,1 is a capitalization-
based portfolio of small-firm stocks; Y23 is an equal weighted market return pro(y; Xr
contains single lagged values of the return spread between two- and one-month Tleasury
bills as well as the return spread between the lagged two-month and current one-month
Tleasury bills. The forecasting instruments in Xt follow Campbell (1987) and Ferson,
Sarkissian, and Simin (2003). The vector X1 is constructed to capture key features of these
instruments (in particular, their variances as well as their auto- and cross-correlations). The
data used to estimate these parameter values is described in section 5. Estimation follows
the first routine in section 3. The Monte Carlo study then considers the GMM estimator.
Table 1 shows the results of the Monte Carlo Study of Proposition 1 estimated under
Corollary 1. The first 200 observations of each simulated series is discarded to avoid initial-
ization effects. The study is conducted with 7: 370 observations across 1000 trials. The
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number of observations conforms with the sample size used to test the CAPM in section 5.
The study sets Q : 3 (see section 3 for a discussion of additional Iag terms). This selection
is based on the autocorrelations of the squares of the simulated e2p series. Feasible compu-
tation time prevents the inclusion of higher lagged terms. Ignoring Assumptions 4 and 6,
neither strict positivity nor inequality restrictions are imposed on the parameter estimates
from the GARCH process. However, the starting values for each trial are the true values of
the parameters.
The parameter estimates from equations (2.8) and (2.9) are quite precise, with mean
biases well under one percent in absolute value. Outliers explain a signif.cant proportion of
the variability in the parameter estimates, given the sizeable drop in magnitudes between
the mean absolute and median absolute errors relative to the root mean square errors. The
two parameter estimates from the BEKK model are far less precise on either an absolute or
relative basis. This result can be explained both by the tendency of higher-order moments
based estimators to suffer precision losses (especially in small samples) and by the fact that
$p and Q22 are composite parameters of the BEKK model terms. Since /r2 and 522 arc
treated as nuisance parameters, the focus should be on the parameter estimate of 7, which
has an absolute mean bias of 0.25% and a root mean square error of 0.40.
5 Testing the CAPM
This section is divided into three parts. By stating a Lemma upon which two Corollaries
to Propositions 1 and 2 in Shanken (1987) are based, section 5.1 develops a test statistic
for the CAPM that recognizes the possible endogeneity of market proxies and relies upon a
prior belief about the correlation between innovations to a given proxy and the true market
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rln: arn* +brn*X +m,
Rp:ap*BoX+P.
Assume that E l* I S]
market return and its observable proxies into predictable
return. Using Corollary 1, section 5.2 estimates the CAPM-styIe model of section l.L with
ten capitalization-based portfolios of stock returns and. shows that the resulting gammas can
differ significantly from those estimated by OLS. Finally, using the estimates from section
5.2, section 5.3 bootstraps the test statistic developed in section 5.1 to determine what
values of p, the correlation between innovations to the given proxy and the true market
return, reject the CAPM.
5.L Methodolory
For expository convenience, all time subscripts are suppressed. Variable labels follow
Shanken (1987) to facilitate comparison. As in section 1.1, assume there exists an observable
risk free rate. Let r| be the true market return, Ro an L-vector ofobservable proxies to the
market return, X a K-vector of forecasting instruments for security returns, R an ly'-vector
I t'
of securityreturns, andE:l m pt e, l,an(L+N f l)-vectorof shocks. ThesigmaLI
field ,9 is defined by past values of X, R p, R, and E, Consider the following models for the
true market return and its observable proxies:
(2.16)
(2.17)
and (2.I7) decompose the true
and unpredictable components.
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Consider a linear regression of. m on P,
m-a,n*b;P*€m,
and the followittg model of security returns:
(2.18)
R-a*BnX+fP*e,
where Ele I S):0. Equation (2.19), expressed in excess returns, is a vector statement of
equation (2.3).
Lemma I Cons'ider equat'ions (2.16)-(2.19) and thei,r accompanying assumptions. Then,
cou (e, ern)' X"-t cou (e, ern) < 02 @) (1 - p2), (2.20)
where E. is the N x N uncond,itional couariance matrin of e, o2 (m) the uariance of
rn, and p the correlation between rn and, P. Equati.on (2.20) holds as an equalitg if
and onlg i,f e* i.s an eract li,near comb,inati,on of e.
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 1 in Shanken (1987). I
The two differences between the Lemma stated above and Lemma 1 of Shanken (1987)
are that, for the former, security returns are allowed a predictable component, and cou (., P)
is not assumed to be a zero matrix. Neither of these differences affect the proof. Shanken
(1987) interprets cou (e, e-) 
'ras a vector of deviations from an exact multibeta expected
return relationrr (p. 93). Equation (2.20) sets an upper bound for these deviations.
(2.re)
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Corollary 2 Assume
E lRl - rli,; * cou (.R, m) ,
where 11,' 'is an I,{ -uector of ones. Let r be the obseruable ri,sk free
erists a L-uector of ttprices of risk't that sati,s,fi,es
(2.21)
rate. Then, there
d,'E;Ld, < o2 (*) (1 
- 
p2), (2.22)
where
d 
- 
ElRl 
- 
r11,' 
- 
(f + B") 5. (2.23)
B" are the slope parameters from a mult'iaariate linear regressi,on of e on P. d -
cou (P, m) satisfi,es equation (2.22).
Proof. See the Appendix. I
Corollary 2 extends Proposition 1 of Shanken (1987) to recognize the possible endo-
geneity of market proxies. The risk-return relation of equation (2.21) holds with a constant
of proportionalityequal toffffi.Inaddition, if p: linequation(2.22),thend:0,
meaning that E [R] is exactly linear in the columns of (f + B").
The next Corollary takes the pricing relation of equation (2.21) and applies it to the
vector of market proxies. For use in this Corollary, let
(E laol - rL r)' >;t (n larl - rr r) , (2.24)
where Eo is the unconditional covariance matrix of P.
o?-
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Equation (2.24) describes a Sharpe
performance measure in terms of the covariance matrix of proxy innovations P, not proxy
returns Ro, u" per the usual case. The dividing of returns into predictable and unpredictable
components establishes this distinction.
Corollary 3 Assume
E lRd - r|r * cou (R, m) (2.25)
Then,
p2:h
result of Corollary 2 reduces toand the
d,'E;Ld,<e|@-2-1), (2.26)
where
d 
= 
E lRl - rhr - (r + B.) (E l&ol - rtr)
Proof. See the Appendix. I
(2.27)
Corollary 3 applies the same modification introduced in Corollary 2 to Proposition 2 of
Shanken (1987). As is the case for Proposition 2, the power of Corollary 3 resides in the fact
that, except for p, every parameter in equation (2.26) can be estimated from observable data.
Given Corollary 3, a conditional form of the CAPM prices security returns. The presence of
X in equation (2.19) means that expected returns are time-varying. According to Corollary
3, these time-varying expected returns are a linear function of the market risk premium.
As a result, Corollary 3 is a stronger statement about security returns than its counterpart
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Proposition 2 in Shanken (1987), which repesents an unconditional statement of the CAPM.
5.2 Gamma Estimates
This section considers estimation of f in equation (2.19) using the result of Corollary
1. Let Ro be the return on either the equal weighted or value weighted NYSE-AMEX
stock index.6 The security returns are ten capitalization-based portfolios, with the first
such portfolio containing the smallest decile of stocks on the NYSE and AMEX and the
last containing the largest. The forecasting instruments are the return spread between two-
and one-month teasury bills as well as the return spread between the lagged two-month
and current one-month Tleasury bills. These instruments, taken from Campbell (1987),
are considered because they survive the spurious regression critique of Ferson, Sarkissian,
and Simin (2003). All stock return data is from the Center for Research in Security Prices
(CRSP). The forecasting instruments are from Fama's six-month bill files. The data set
covers the period February 1953 through November 1983, the
Shanken (1987).
As mentioned in section 5.1, equation (2.I9), expressed in
statement of equation (2.3) . Therefore, sequentially estimating
same period considered by
excess returns. is a vector
the model
for i, 
- 
1, , 10, and
Y,t (0t 
- 
0*j) + Y,n,,tti * €i,,t,
Yrn,t- Xtgrnlern,t,
(2.29)
(2.2e)
L 
- 
L (see the general definition of Ro
-X;
6The empirical tests
in section 5.1), so Bo is
only consider the case where
a scalar random variable.
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where Y,t is the excess return on the ith capitalization-based portfolio, Yrn,t the excess
weighted NYSE-AMEX stock index, and X1 a
a constant, the two aforementioned forecasting
misspecification of expected returns
None of the models using the value
return on either the equal weighted or value
vector of predetermined covariates including
and foreshadows the test results from the next section.
instruments, and a dummy variable for the January effect, produces consistent estimates of
the gammas.
Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results of estimating equations (2.28) and (2.29) under
Corollary 1, in the case where the market proxy is the equal weighted and value weighted
NYSE-AMEX stock index, respectively. Starting values for the GMM estimators were
derived using the first routine from section 3. Estimation sets Q : 14. Selection of the lag
length was based on the autocorrelations of ?!,, from equation (2.29). AII gamma estimates
are highly significant and of plausible magnitudes. For the equal weighted proxy estimates
of /12 indicate a strong tendency for time-variation in the conditional covariance of e4,1 and
€2,r across all i. This tendency is also evident, though on a diminished scale, for the value
weighted proxy. As a result, the common identifying assumption of a constant conditional
covariance seems too strong for security returns. Estimates of $22 for either proxy reinforce
the numerous findings of strong GARCH effects in the innovations to security returns.
Interpretation of the model estimates using the equal weighted proxy should proceed
with caution for decile portfolios 3-6 and 8, owing to the sound rejection of these models
by their associated J statistics. An examination of the estimated moments from these
models reveals that rejection likely follows due to the
weighted proxy are rejected by their J statistics.
Tables 3 and 4 compare the gamma estimates by GMM and Corollary 1 to those by OLS.
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The comparison is based on 95% confidence intervals constructed from the GMM estimates.
In the case of the equal weighted proxy, OLS estimates for decile portfolios 1,2,7,9, and
10, fall outside of the associated confidence intervals. OLS estimates for decile portfolios
3,4,7,9, and 10 are outside of those intervals for the value weighted proxy. These results
support the endogeneity of the two market proxies through the inconsistency of the OLS
estimates.
5.3 Test Results
Let ltr : 10 and E, : | ,r,, €N,, I , the vector of innovations from equation
(2.28). Equation (2.27) represents the pricing errors from a cross-sectional GLS regression
of (E[rB] 
-rlr.r) on (f +.B"), using E" as the error covariance matrix. Consider f to bu
the estimated errors from such a regression, with i estimated in 5.1, .6, equal to the vector
T
of slope estimates from N separate regressions of ?ip on?21, and,i": *izflt Likewise,
,-t
consider ?o b" un estimator of the proxy performance measure.
The pricing theory of Corollary 3 involves two cases. lf. p : 1, meaning the given
proxy is the true market portfolio, then dtD;Ld: 0. If, on the other hand, 0 ( p ( 1,
then 0;2dlE;td,< p-2 
- 
L. Shanken (1987) tests a special case of Corollary 3 by using a
noncentral F distribution.T Itr general, such a distribution will not hold for Corollary 3.
As a result, consider testing Corollary 3 for p: 1 by bootstrapping a standard error for
Tshaken's special case assumes:
1. brr* 
- 
0r<
2. Bo, Bp, and B. are aII zero matrices.
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7i;ri, using ?1. Table 6 summarizes the results of this test for both the equal weighted
and value weighted proxies. In both cases, the null of d>;'a:0 is rejected, meaning that
if the pricing theory of Corollary 3 holds, then neither proxy is the true market portfolio.
Next, consider finding the maximum value of p 
€ 
(0, 1) by boostrapping6;23i;ti,
again using ?. trtt" 7 summarizes the results of this test for both the equal weighted and
value weighted proxies. Under Corollary 3, p-2 
-1 is the upper bound for 0;2ilE;1d. Table
7 reports the mass of. e;2dtE;rd lying above p-2 
- 
1 for different values of p. No more than
five percent of the bootstrapped distributio\ of 0;2dtE;1d lies above p if 0.63 < p < 0.64
for the equal weighted and 0.48 < p < 0.49 for the value weighted market proxy. Therefore,
Corollary 3 and, hence, the CAPM result holds if the correlation between innovations to the
equal weighted proxy and the true market return does not exceed 0.64 or if the correlation
between innovations to the value weighted proxy and the true market return does not
exceed 0.49. Neither of these results speak favorably for the CAPM, since correlations
between market proxies and the true market portfolio are assumed to be quite high, 0.80
to 0.90-see Roll (1977).
The test results presented here are similar to what Shanken (1987) and Kandel and
Stambaugh (1987) report. Shanken, for instance, finds that the CAPM can be rejected
if the I'multiple correlation between the true market portfolio and proxy assets exceeds
0.70" (p. 91). Kandel and Stambaugh (1987) reach substantially the same conclusion.
The significantly lower maximum correlation for the value weighted proxy is somewhat
surprising, despite the fact that a conditional version of the CAPM is being tested. Kandel
and Stambaugh (1987) do , however, report slightly lower correlations for the value weighted
versus the equal weighted proxy.
r02
6 Conclusron
This chapter presents a new method for identifying a triangular system of time series
data. Identification is the product of a diagonal GARCH process. Relative to the literature
on GARCH-based identification, the method discussed in this chapter distinguishes itself
by allowing for a time-varying conditional covariance and not requiring full estimation of
the GARCH model. Instead, only two nuisance parameters from that model need to be
considered. A Monte Carlo studv verifies the consistencv of the identification method.
That method is then applied in testing a conditional version of the CAPM to find that
the model of Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965) does not seem to adequately describe the
cross-sectional variation of expected returns.
Section 5.1 develops a statistic for testing the CAPM that both recognizes the true
market return as a latent variable and the potential for observable proxies to be endogenous
regressors. As discussed in section 5.3, however, this statistic does not deliver favorable
news for the CAPM. Not wanting to discard the CAPM theory completely, a key question
is whether additional factors can be incorporated into its framework. The intertemporal
CAPM of Merton (1973) provides a potential answer. So, too, does the three moment
CAPM of Kraus and Litzenberger (1976), which includes skewness in the market return as
a second factor. An interesting investigation would be whether a statistic in the spirit of
section 5.1 can be developed for testing Kraus and LitzenAerger's version of the CAPM. The
identification method discussed in this chapter could be used to estimate such a statistic.
The remaining details are left to future research.
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Appendix: Proofs
Proposition I Given Assumptions 2 and 3, write the equationsfor hel and h22,1in vector-
form as
Er:C+AEt-r* BEt-r, (2.30)
€2,t : Y2,t 
- 
xlT lxrx'rl -1 E lxrYz,tf ,
and
RL,t : YL,t 
- 
xiE lxrxil -r E lxrYt,tl .
Using these expressions to solve for the reduced form of (2.30) yields
Er,t 
- 
C, + ArTt-l + BrEr,t-L,
whereE1 : |nrr,, nr,r)',u,:lrr,rrr,r r,,rf,": |"ro"ro "gol',,1,:
lorr.roorr.ro o I ibrt.zobzz.zo o II l,andB:l l.FromAs-
l_ o oZz,ro-r"3z,roJ L o bZz,ro*b7r,rol
sumptions 1 and 2, the innovations to equation (2.9) and the reduced form of equation
(2.8) are given by
(2.31)
where hr,t E lRr,te2i I Sr-r]
P-t Al , B, 
- 
f-lBf , and f -
RL,te2,t - f-tc, A,
Given Assumption 4, recursive substi-
,22,r] 
" 
C't
L
1'
h22,t J , 
rt
1 _^tto]
0lj
I
L
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tution into (2.37) reveals
E,,t 
- 
(I 
- 
B,)-'C,* i" i-LA,rt-j,j:I (2.32)
where I is the identity matrix.
E f*r,,t I Sr-r] - 0. As a result,
Equation (2.31) implies that T1
cou (rr, Tt-n) : co't) (Er,t, Tt-t) 
,
(2.33)
for k :1,..., oo. Substituting (2.32) into (2.33) and simplifying for le :1,2 shows
that
/--\/t,n\/--\
coa \r1, rt-Z): \Ar -t br)coa \rt, rt-t).
Since cou (Tt, Vt-r) : l-rcou ("t, Et-t) (f-')', (A, + B,)is identified if a,nd only if
coa (e1, E1-1) is nonsingular. From Assumption 5, cou (e1, .r-) : I 
O E
L r cou (E6 Q-1)
where D : cou(r?,r, ,?,r-r), E : l"or(rl,r, er,t-tez,t-t) cou(el,r, ,3,r-r) ], uoa| 'r'r : I cou (e1,re2,r, u?,r-r) cw (ef,r, ,?,r-r) I . A n"c"ssarv condition for cou (et, et-t)
to be nonsingular is that cou(Er, Er-t) be nonsingular. Therefore, (A, *.B") is iden-
tified, given Assumption 5. Let \ai,, be the element in the ith row and jth column of
| ,rro to(6zzo- drr) 
-l
(A, + B,) : | | . Given Assumption 6, 76 is identified by 7o :Lo 6zzo j
d3,* As a result, B1s is identified by gn: E[XtX!]-r E[&(YL$-Yz,tyi],
and. B2s is identified by 0zo : EIXIXA-t ElXrYr,rJ. .r,, is identified by e1,1 :
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Yt,t 
- 
Xl/rc 
- 
Yz,t'lo, and e2p is identified by ,z,t : YL,t 
- 
X't/zo. Qns and $22s
are identifi.ed from the matrix (A + B) : co'u (Et, Et-z) cou (81, Et-)-r . Given As-
sumption 3, c2s and cag are identified from C : (/ 
- 
(A + B)) E aei.
Corollary 1 By equations (2.8) and (2.9), Ut: Xt8 €r. The vector functions
U4 result from equation (2.10). E lul :0 is equivalent to E [Xr O er1 : g,t-t
and. cw (Et, Et-z) : (A + B) cou (Et, Et-t),where A + B :1 
"' 
O 
I
I o o,, l
from Proposition 1, the only g eV that satisfies EIU (rb,yt,&-r)] :0 is
Uz, (Jg, and
E [et) : odt
. Following
9:90.
Corollary 2 From equations (2.79),
cou (n, m) 
- 
lco, (P, m) + cou (e, m) . (2.34)
Given equation (2.18),
cou (e, m) 
- 
cou (et P) E;L cou (P, m) + cou (e, e*) , (2.35)
where b* : Ei'cou(P, m), and Eo is the unconditional covariance matrix of P.
Combining (2.34) and (2.35) yields
cou (R, m) 
- 
(f * B") cou (P, m) + cou (e, e*) , (2.36)
where Be: cot,t (", P) X;r. Substitution of (2.36) into equation (2.21) and the result
into equation (2.20) of Lemma 1 produces equation (2.22), with d : cw(P, m).
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Corollary 3 From equation (2.I7),
cou (Ro, m) 
- 
cou (P, m) 
,
and, therefore,
E lRo] - rLL : cou (P, m) . (2.37)
From equation (2.18),
02 (*) 
- 
bl\pb,n * o2 ("r*) . (2.38)
Given the definition of b* in the proof of Corollary 2 and equation (2.37), (2.38)
simplifies to
o' (*) : 07 + o' ("*) .
Hence, the coeffi.cient of determination from equation (2.18) \" p2 
- ;fu, und 
"quu-
tion (2.22) in Corollary 2 reduces to (2.26) and (2.27).
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Notes to Table 1: TRUE refers to the true parameter value. MEAN and
SD are the mean and standard deviation of the parameter estimates across the
simulations. LQ is the lower quartile (bottom 25 percent), MED the median,
and UQ the upper quartile (the top 25 percent). RMSE, MAE, and MDAE are
the root mean squared error, the mean absolute error, and the median absolute
error of the estimates, respectively.
TT2
Table 1
Simulation Results
TRUE MEAN SD LQ MED UQ RMSE MAE MDAE
9n
9n
7
9zt
9zz
Qn
Qzz
12 .88
17,45
1.13
6.63
7,26
0.60
0.88
12,97
17 .46
L,I2
6.65
7 ,27
0.39
0.59
3.19 10.96
1.88 16.35
0.40 0.95
2.28 5,25
1.30 6,49
0.78 0.11
0.43 0.39
12.90 14.92
L7,45 18.70
L.tz 1.30
6.63 8.05
7 .26 8.14
0.46 0.69
0.68 0.93
3.19
1.88
0.40
2.28
1 .30
0.80
0.52
2.49
L.46
0,26
r,75
0.99
0.47
0.36
1 .98
L,T7
0.18
r.40
0.83
0.31
0,23
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Notes to Tables 2-3: CAPd refers to the value-weighted portfolio of common
stocks in the zth size decile. Standard errors of the selected parameter estimates
are reported in parentheses. J stat refers to Hansen's (1982) specification test
chi square statistic. The degrees of freedom for all reported J statistics is 49.
The p-ralues for these J statistics are also reported.
II4
Table 2
Equal Weighted Proxy
^f Qn Qzz J stat p-value
CAPl
CAP2
CAPs
CAP4
CAPs
CAP6
CAPT
CAPs
CAPg
CAPlO
| ,4L 0. 1 1 0.98
(o 03) (0.2e) (0.03)
1 .30 -0 .72 0.98
(o 01) (o 06) (o 03)
L.07 0.23 0.86
(0 02) (0 03) (0 04)
1.16 0,22 0.74
(0.01) (0,02) (0.02)
0.95 0.55 0.84
(o 01) (0.01) (0.01)
1.40 1.09 0.93
(o 02) (o 01) (o 03)
0.96 1 .10 0.94
(0 01) (0.01) (0 05)
0.66 -l ,r4 0.95
(0 01) (o 03) (o 02)
0.51 -0.07 0.997
(0.01) (0.78) (o 02)
0.65 0.84 0.99
(0.02) (0 04) (0 03)
43. 15 0,7r
51.57 0.37
288.39 0.00
337.59 0.00
344,14 0.00
84.81 0.00
58.72 0.16
68.76 0.03
51.84 0.36
49 .7 4 0.44
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Table 3
Value Weighted Proxy
Qn Qzz J stat p-value
CAPl
CAP2
CAPs
CAP4
CAPs
CAP6
CAPT
CAPs
CAPg
CAPlO
r.25 -0.37 0.91
(o 06) (o 1e) (0.03)
r ,25 -0.37 0 .g2
(o 05) (o 15) (0.03)
1.35 -0.01 0.89
(o 05) (0.14) (o 04)
r.32 -0,13 0.90
(o 04) (o 16) (0 04)
1.25 -0.05 0.90
(0.04) (0 13) (0.04)
1.24 0.02 0,92
(o 03) (0.12) (o 03)
r .2r 0 .37 0.90
(0 03) (0. 12 ) (0.04)
r ,r4 0 .35 0.89
(0.02) (0,r2) (0.04)
1 . 19 0.83 0 .94
(0.02) (0.06) (0 03)
1.03 0 19 0.90
(0.02) (o 46) (0 04)
43.98 0.68
47 .25 0.54
51 . 18 0.39
52.86 0.33
52.65 0.33
48.42 0.50
53.17 0,32
54.93 0.26
44,12 0.67
41 .81 0,76
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Notes to Tables 4-5: CAPi, refers to the value-weighted portfolio of common
stocks in the ith size decile. OLS estimates are obtained by regressin1Y,t on
X1 and Y2,s. GMM estimates follow from Corollary 1. Confidence Intervals are
based on the GMM estimates.
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Table 4
Equal Weighted Proxy
'y gSTo C.L
Decile GMM OLS GMM
CAPl
CAP2
CAPs
CAP4
CAPs
CAP6
CAPT
CAPs
CAPg
CAPlO
T,4I
1 .30
1.07
1.16
0.95
L40
0.96
0.66
0.51
065
r.24
I,I7
I,L2
1.08
1.07
1.01
0.93
0.87
0.78
0.61
1.36 r.46
r.27 1.33
t.04 1.11
1.t4 1.18
0.92 0.97
1.36 r.43
0.93 0.98
0,64 0.69
0.48 0.54
0.62 0.69
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Table 5
Value Weighted Proxy
gSyo C.I.
Decile GMM OLS GMM
CAPl
CAPz
CAPs
CAP4
CAPs
CAP6
CAPT
CAP8
CAPg
CAPlO
r.25
7.25
1 .35
r.32
r,25
r.24
L,2L
I,I4
1.19
1.03
r.23
r.23
1.22
r.22
r.23
r,20
T,T4
1.11
1.06
0.96
r.t4 1.36
1.15 1 .35
r.26 r.44
r.24 1.39
1.18 r.32
1.18 1.30
1 .15 r.27
1.10 1.18
1 .15 1,22
0.99 1 .07
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ATable 6
test of whether the equal weighted or value weighted stock index is the true
portfolio, given that the CAPM holds.
market
li,-ti std. Error
Bias-Corrected
gsyo C.I.
EW 0.02e
vw 0.044
0.005
0.005
0.020 0.038
0.034 0.054
Notes: EW is the equal weighted stock index, WV the value weighted stock
index. The biased-corrected 95% confidence interval is adjusted for the fact
that the estimated statistic does not represent the median of the boostrapped
distribution.
r20
A test of whether
weighted stock index
Table 7
correlation between innovations to
the true market portfolio exceeds
the equal weighted or value
p, given that the CAPM holds.
the
and
Mass
p p-2-1 BW VW
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.64
0.63
0.50
0.49
0.48
0.40
0.23
0.56
r,04
r,44
r,52
3.00
3.16
3.34
5.25
100.0% 100 .0%
100.0% 100 .0%
63,r% 100.0%
5.3% 100.0%
25% 100.0%
0,0% 17.6%
0.0% 9,r%
0.0y 3.e%
0.0% 0.0%
Notes: EW is the equal weighted stock index, WV the value weighted stock
index. The final two columns report the mass of the bootstrapped distribution
that lies aboue (p-2-1) for the statistics estimated with the equal weighted and
value weighted stock index, respectively.
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